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FOREWORD 
Design and analysis of the AiResearch QCGAT engine and 
engine/nacelle system were conducted at the AiResearch Engineering 
facilitiee at Phoenix, ~rlzona. Fabricatlon, testing, data reduc-
tion and analysis were also conducted at the AiResearch facili-
ties. 
Testing was also performed on the 35-percent scale model 
exhaust nozzles for th·~ QCGt,'I" program at the FluiDyne Engineering 
Corporation's facilities at the FluiDyne Medicine Lake Aerodynamic 
Laboratory, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
The authors wish to acknowledge the technical contribution of 
the following members of the Garre~t-AiResearch organizations 
without whose efforts the QCGA~ program would not have been com-
pleted successfully: 
W. M. Gipson and L. S. Kisner, Acoustics~ F. Davis, EmiL-
sions~ Mark Steele and Pat Hale, Engine Performance; 
Walt Blackmore, M. H. Willmore and G. Paden, Nacelle Design 
and Fabrication~ S. Huo, Turbine Aerodynamics. 
This is, of necessity, only a partial list~ space does not permit 
including a complete list. 
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The objectives of the NASA QCGAT (Quiet Clean General Avia-
tion Turbofan) engine and the engine/nacelle system program were 
to demonstrate the applicability of large turbofan engine technol-
ogy to small general aviation turbofan engines, and to obtain 
signi f icant reductions in noise and pollutant emissions while 
reducing or maintaining fuel consumption levels. 
1.2 Scope 
An AiResearch Model TFE73l-3 Engine was used as a base-line 
engine for the QCGAT program. All new-technology designs for 
rotating parts and all items in the engine and nacelle that con-
tributed to improvement of the acoustic and pollution character-
istics of the engine system were of flight· design, weight, and 
construction. These changes were limited to those that made the 
engine quiet or clean or reduced fuel consumption. 
1.3 Goals and Results 
The QCGAT program goals and the test results are listed in 
Table 1-1. As shown, the major noise, emissions and performance 
goals were met. Noise levels, estimated for the three FAR Part 36 
conditions, are 10 to 15 EPNdB below FAA requirements; emissions 
values are considerably reduced below those of current technology 
engines; and the engine performance represents a TSFC improvement 
of approximately 9 percent over other turbofan engines • 
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The turbojet- and turbofan-powered portion of the general 
aviation fleet is increasing at a greater rate than the rest of 
the general aviation fleet. Jet-powered general aviation aircraft 
utilize small airports for a large portion of their flights. 
These airports are generally located in suburban areas unprotected 
by industrial or commercial buffer zones. Therefore, the use of 
small aircraft has the potential to create a more widespread 
adverse community reaction to the jet noise and pollution than do 
the transport aircraft. 
Engine-quieting "nd emission-reduction technology and recent 
developments for improving fuel economy, have been directed prin-
cipally at large engines used in commercial carriers. It is, 
therefore, important to determine the applicability of the large 
engine technology to smaller turbine engin,~s and to develop new 
and more suitable technology where required. 
The QCGAT program seeks to demonstrate that theories, tech-
niques and concepts presently applicable to large turbofan engines 
can be successf u11y applied to turbof an engines wi th sea-level 
thr ust levels below 22.241 kN (5000 pounds). The goals are to 
improve the environmental characteristics of civil aircraft by 
a11evi ati ng noise as well as po11u tion near ai rpor ts, thereby 
assisting in reducing current growth restraints to civil aviation, 
and also providing engines with reduced fuel consumption. 
2.2 Scope 
In order to meet the goals of the QCGAT program, the fol-
lowing tasks were performed: 
(1) The engine was defined and its characteristics deter-
mined for a quiet, clean, turbofan eJlgine applicable to 
general aviation aircraft. 
(2) New and modified parts were designed and fabricated to 
be used with an existing gas generator core in the tur-
bofan engine. 
(3) Evaluation tests were performed on critical components. 
.,- .' 




(4) Evaluation tests were performed on the QCGAT engine. 
(5) An acoustically treated nacelle was designed and fabri-
cated. 
(6) Engine noise. pollution, and sea-level static overall 
engine performance was measured to establish validity of 
predictions prior to engine delivery to NASA. 
(7) A quiet, clean turbofan engine, an acoustically treated 
nacelle, and engi ne test support hardware \lere jel i vered 
to the Governm~nt. 
2.2.1 Performance Goals 
In performing the tasks identified above, the performance, 
noise, and emissions goals for the engine and for the engine/ 
nacelle system were established and are listed in Table 2-1. 
2.2.2 Noise Goals 
~oise goals for FAR Part 36 sideline, takeoff, and approach 
lUviti -:>ns and operadng procedures are as follows for the twin-
en9ine aircraft also to be defined during the QCGAT program: 
Sideline (457.2m) [1500 ft]: 
Takeoff (without cutback): 
Approach: 
EPNL = 39.5 + 10 log W 
EPNL = 30.5 + 10 log W 
EPNL = 44.5 + 10 log W 
where W is the aircraft maximum takeoff gross weight in pounds. 
4 
~ ..:.'-'...' ..1...' ____ '--_ ..... --. ............. --.... -tt ... ;., ... '*~+_ .. __ d' ~ 
TABLE 2-1. ENGI1 .• , PERFORMANCE GOALS. 
GOAL 
THRUST TSFC 
CONDITION N (lb) kg/hr/N (lb/hr/lb) 
Takeoff, Sea-Level Static, 
Standard Day 
(1) Uninstalled* 17,513 (3937) 0.0426 
(2) ~ith Ground Test Nacelle 
and Acoustic Treatment and 
Mixer Nozzle** 17,313 (3892) 0.0431 
Design Cruise, 12,192 m (4~000 
Ft.) Altitude, 0.8 Mn 
(1) Uninstalled* 3,955 (889) 0.0775 
(2) With Ground Test Nacelle 
and Acoustic Treatment and 
Mixer Nozzle** 4,017 (903) 0.0759 





NOTE: The minimum design life goal for QCGAT developed components 
10,000 hours of typical general aviation operation. 
*Reference bellrnouth, hardwall bypass duct, reference 
coannular nozzle. 
**With nacelle lip. 
2.2.3 Emissions Goals 
The emissions goals for carbon monoxide (CO), unburned hydro-
carbons (UHC), Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)' and smoke were as follows: 
5 
Jt'..:..-.' .L,' ___ .......... _______ .,..,,_. ~."",,* ............... '-
co - 4.26 kg per 4,448 N Thrust-hr pee cyclb· 
(9.4 lb per 1000 lb thrust-hr per cycle.) 
UHC - 0.726 kg per 4,448 N Thrust-hr per cycle· (1.6 lb per 1000 lb thrust-hr ~er cycle.) 
NOX - 1.68 kg per 4,448 N Thrust-hr per cycle· (3.7 lb per 1000 lb thrust-hr per cycle·) 
Smoke Number: Allowable SAE Smoke Number value (determined by the 
procedures set forth by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency in the Federal Register Volume 38, No. 136, July 17, 1973, 
incorporated herein uy reference and made a part hereof) was 38. 
2.2.4 Haraware Design 
Rotating parts, all new technology designs demonstrated, and 
all items in the engine and nacelle contributing to the acoustic 
and pollution characteristics of the engine system are of flight 
design, weiyht and construction. Stationary structural portions 
of the engine and nacelle are flight weight except where nonflight 
type construction resulted in appreciable cost savings with little 
or no compromise of the tp.chno1ogy objectives. All weight esti-
mates, however, are based on flight designs. All hardware is sui-
table for the testing required by the program and subsequent 
ground testing by the Government. 
Engine core modifications were limited to those changes that 
made the engine quiet or clean or reduced fuel consumption. No 
modifications were made to the engine core assemblies or compo-
nents unless they were shown to contribute directly and substan-
tially to the reduction of noise, pollutant emissions or fuel con-
sumption. 
*Cyc1e consists of: 
Time 
Mode % Power (minutes) 
--
Taxi-Idle Ground Idle 19.0 
Takeoff 100 0.5 
Climbout 90 2.5 
Approach 30 4.5 





This report covers the t:Jesign effort, fabrication and test 
results of the NASA QCGAT program and compares the analytical 
techniques and predicted performance to the actual test results. 
The test results are then used tv predict the altitude per-
formance and the flyover acoustic signature of the engine and the 
projected aircraft with the QCGAT engine/nacelle system. 
The analytical techniques that were successfully employed in 
the program include the use of a 3D-viscous computer program to 
define LP turbine vanes, stators and duct contours. The contours 
that provide the lowest losses and the most uniform radial loss 
distribution were chosen and proved to be an excellent and effic-
ient design tool for this component. 
The 3D-viscous method was also used for the mixer-compound 
nozzle with significant time and cost savings. The design and 
optimization was demonstrated on a wodel test rig and the full-
scale design was shown to closely demonstrate the predicted per-
formance and noise reduction due to the mixer-compound nozzle. 
Acoustic design and prediction methods were also developed 
that modified a number of established methods to provide an opti-
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3.0 QCGAT ENGINE AND NACELLE DESIGN APPROACH 
3.1 Eng~ne Cycle 
The QCGAT Engine, as shown in crons section in Figure 3-1, 
utilizes th(> core of the AiResearch production Model 'rFE731-3 Tur-
bofan Engi'1e. A front view is shown in Figure 3-2. The QCGAT 
flight en'line weight is estimated to be 379.6 kilograms 
(837 poundri). The QCGAT engine is a geared front-fan, twin-spool 
configuration with a bypass ratio of 3.714 at its design point of 
12,192 met~rs (40,000 feet), and Mach 0.8. The low-pressure (LP) 
spool consists of a single-stage fan and a four-stage axial LP 
compressor driven by a three-stage axial LP turbine. The high-
pressure (HP) spool consists of a single-stage centrifugal com-
pressor driven by a slngle-stage axial turbine. The combustor is 
a reverse-flow, annular design. 
The primary changes to the Model TFE73l, to improve its per-
formance for QCGAT, consist of replacement of the TFE731 fan with 
a modified ATF3 fan, incorporation ~f a new reduction gear, new LP 
turbine design, and incorporation of a mixer-compound exhaust 
system in plac(> of the two-nozzle system of the TFE731. A low-
smoke combustor is also employed in conjunction wi th an air-
assisted fuel nozzle system for improved exhaust emissions. The 
unique parts are shown as shaded areas in Figure 3-3. 
The noise reduction technolo~lY utilized in the QCGAT Engine 
design was applied to three major noise sources--fan, jet, and 
core engine. Fan-noise research at AiResearch has produced 
several major noise reduction techniques for small turbofan 
engines. Noise reduction featUres incorporated in the QCGAT 
Engine design include: elimination of inlet guide vanes, single-
stage fall wi th low fan-tip speed and low-pressure ratio, large 
rotor-stator spacing, optimum number of vanes and blades, mixer-
compound nozzle and acoustical treatment. 
3.2 Cycle Selection Criteria 
In the aerodynamic cycle selected for the QCGA'I' Engin€, the 
jet velocity was made as low as possible consistent with the 
engine design goals. This resulted in exhaust velocities sub-
stantially below those used in present medium-bypass-rati0 small 
turbofan engines. In a(:dition to lowering jet velocity, a mixer-
compound nozzle was installed because o[ its potentiul for thrust 
coefficient improvement and an antlcipated reduction in takeoff 
and sideline flyover noise levels. 
9 
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~he domlnant core en~ine noise sourc~ ln small gas turbines 
h!lS been Ihown to be the combustor. 'fhe use ot large-diameter 
annular rev~cse-tlow combuHtors has been very ettective in 
reducing exhauRt noise in A1Relearch engines compared wlth 
stralgnt-through-tlo~ annular or can configuratlons. Core nOlse 
contri~~ted by the three-stage LP turbine occurs at bla~e passing 
trequencies well beyond the practical rang6 of concern at all fAR 
Part Jb conditions, including approc:...:h. As a result, turbine 
tones do not contrlbute to flvover n018e level~. 
J.J ~ngine Configu~~~ 
'J.'he baric VCGA'f r.:ngine was designed with provlsions for 
both "hardw~ll" and acoustic treatments for a "workhorse" nacelle. 
These variations allowed for a base-line calibration for compar-
ison purposes, and for evaluation of the ef fect of the var ious 
acoustical treatments available on the basic engine. 
A standard, cal~brated bcllmouth was designed to obtain basic 
englne data. The tlight-simulator lip was designed to simulate 
inlf-t conditions during static tests. A nacelle lip was also 
deslgned, fabricated and tested as the final tlight design 
deli~ered with the engine. Hardwall and attenuated panels for the 
~ . : section, tan duct, bypass duct, inner- and outer-aft ducts 
w~ ! made interchangeable in order to compare the acoustical prop-
el, h. ':t )f the panels. A coannular and a mixer-compound exhaust 
nozzle were also tested to provide a series of combinations of the 
SlX basic contigurations. 
3.3.1 f!n 
'l'he UCGA'!' ~ngine fan is der ived from the fan used on the 
AiResearch A'fF3-6 Turbofan I:;ngine. The stat~>r system has been 
moaitiea to optimize the rotor-stator spaclng and blade-vane 
counts for minimum rotor-stator noise interaction. The position 
of the splitter has been moditied to accommodate the higher bypass 
ratio of the QCGA'f Engine. The Q(:GAT fan flow path is shown in 
Figure 3-4. 
'!'he basic fan design parameters of the QCGAT fan that cor-
respond to engine operation at the 12,192 m (40,000 ft.), 
Mach 0.8, ISA cruise design point are listed in Table 3-1. 
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'rABL~. 3-1. FAN DESIGN PARAMETERS 










Ml rel, tip 1.40 1.43 










o Rotor hub-tip ratio = 0.46 
o Hotor tip diameter = 77.47 em (30.5 inches) 
o Part-:;pan dampers on rotors 
o 8piit stator configuration 
o Bypas~ stator D-factor (mean) = 0.461 
o Core titator D-Factor (mean) = 0.532 
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Idllllt'. Till' critical BPt'l'd pI<,dictl'd fl)! lan f;Ylll'lllonou:i ('xci-
tLlt ion in nll)!"t' tll,ill J l im(,fj maximum op('rat inq :;pC't'd. 'I'IIt' mdlqin 
101 LP f,pmll ('xcit,ltion i:; much Ip:,:i, and ('XIH'l i('nc<. with tlH' 
'1'1-'1:731 11.1:, Hilown thLlt till' nqll('C'Zl' lilm d,ll1lpL'n; .JI(' ('l1t'ctiv(' in 
PI\'vt'ntinq thin typ<' 01 cOllplinq. 
3. J •• ~ Fdn Cl'.Irbox 
FiqUlf> 3-9 ~;howu til(' pll,lim[ndlY ula! (}L'dlhox con1iquldtion, 
t(\'l<'tlwr with cOlllpon('nt matC'rial!i. 'l\ll>II' 3-2 pn'lll'nUi q<'~lIbox 
lit':;lqn d.lLI, ineludinq a eompariuo,) 01 calculated and allowabll' 
.1l'lld i Ill) ,lnd ('olllpr('!H11 VC' nt rl'D!i. 
Fiyure 3-10 SUI1Un':'IIiz<.'H thl' nt.:1!. carrier rf'quil<'llI('nt:; lor 
dyndmic connidl'rationn. Critical npeC'd c.:11culatiorUi 6 (Ul'<' l"iql111' 3-10) ~illow that till' :,prinq rate to bp 1.428 x 10 k~l/m 
(HO,OOO Ill/in.) or mOf(' to llI.:linlain til(' d('nirC'd marqin 01 
~~ri pl'll'ent. '1'11(' actual sprinq rates lIhlt (>xint in tile' litar car-
ril'l .11'(' m.:my timp!; thi:; valLIC'. 
Till' carrier is dcnigll<.'d to con!.Jt.rain the star gC'ars to an 
dl1yular misalignmC'nt 01 0.0005 em/cm (0.0002 in./in.) or IC'!.J!J. 
The ('Ucctive !;pring r<ites at the planet gear beuring~; au? approx-
imately C'qual in order to minimize misalignmC'nt, and to minimize 
till' Ilelix correction requirl'lIlL'nts. '1'.:101l' 3-3 sllmm.::lrizcr; the ian 
nllaLt .::lnd star be.::lring C.:lpablliti('s. These bearings .::lIe adl'quatc. 
Tile LP compressor Lor the QCGI\T Engine is identical with tll<' 
production TFE731-J LP compressor. 
'1'lIe compressor aeh i eves exec 11('n l Burge m.::lrg i II ~i tllou t var i-
able inlet guidp vanC's. 
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Figure 3-6. Fan Bypass Performance, AiResearch QCGAT Engine. 
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Figure 3-8. QCGAT Fan Critical Speed Surr~ary. 
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TABLE 3-2. FA~ GEARBOX ANALYSIS 
Total Facewi~th. C~ (in.) 
Rotational Speed (rad/s) 
(rpm) 
Tan. Tooth Load, N {lbf} 
Torque, Nm (lbf-in.) 
Allowab2e Bending Stress kN/cI:: (Kpsi) 
Calculated Bending st2ess fillet radius kN/cm (Kpsi) 
Allowab2e Compressive Stress kN/cm (Kpsi) 
calc~la2ed Compressive Stress 
kN/cm (Kpsi) 
Specific Film Thickness, A 





















































NOTE: 1. 3375 kW at 2105.6 rad/s (4526 HP at 20,111 RPM) with a 1.3 Dynamic Loac Factor. 
2. 0.349 radian (20°) Pressure Ansle, 14 pitch. 
3. ~ooth Count -- Sun 5: 
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'l'IW UP comprcs~or Lor the I".X.:<.iA'l' l::ngine j s iountical with the 
liP compressor on the TFl::731 ~ngine. This compresuor is a backw~ro 
~urvcd slngle-sl..h;lU centr itU<:)cJl compressor witll a single-vane 
isl~nd dittuser row tolloweu by a 90-degree benu to tne axial 
dlrection and a row of deswirl vanes. 
3.3.5 ~ombustor 
'J.'lle combustor system selected tor the QC<.iAT l::ngine consists 
ot ~ modiLieo version ot the TF!::?31 production burner. The com-
bustor, ldentlfied as PAP234342, had a row of 48 holes ot 0.459 cm 
diameter (0.181 in.) added to the dome tor the purpose ot smoke 
reouctlon. ~he Luel nozzles are standard production TF!::731-3 dual 
oriLice assemblies, Part No. 3071101-14. Air-assist was utilized 
in tne secondary circult 01 these fu~l nozzles at idle conditions 
only. For the engine test, the fuel flow divider was capped and an 
alr llne was connect!u uirectly to the secondary fuel manitold. j;"or the production engine cont iguration, the tuel line would 
remain connected ano a cneck valve would be put in the air-assist 
line. (~ee Pigure 3-11 for a schematic ot the air-assist nozzle 
system) • 
'l'ne air supplieu to the Zuel nozzle tips is an aid in the 
atomization process. 'I'he air suppl ied dur ing ground test oper-
atlons is trom a laboratory compresseu air source with a supply 
pressure of 206.8 Pa (300 PS!g) and heated to a temperature range 
oL 36b to 462K (200 to 300 0 P) by an electric heat exchanger. 
J.3.b tiP Turbine 
'J.'he tit> turbine for the QCGA'l' Engine is identical to the 
'l'r'C;731-3 HP turbine. 'l'he 'n'!::731-3 HP turbine is a single-stage 
axial design wit[l internally cooled vanes and blades. 
are: 
~haracter istics 01: the QC<.iA'r HP turbine at design conoi tion 
o WJH4•1. = 2.129 kgs/s (4.693 Ibm/sec) 
°4.1 
o PIP = 1.d32 
o N//il4• l = 1406.2 rad/s (13,431 rpm) 
o 6tl = 39.797 kj/kg (17.11 Btu/lorn) 
°4 • 1 
<0,' .' 
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~ AIR-ASSIST II - AIR SUPPLY 
Figure 3-11. Air Assist Nozzle System for IDLE-Power uettings. 
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...:,. " *ft 
o ~4.1 m~x ~ 1J~i.4 o~ (1975°F) 
o '.f ~lIl\r II\~X a 1 Jl9.1 oK (1933°1") 4.1 
3.3.7 LP 'l'urbine 
'lthe LP turbine tor the lj(XiA'l' l::ngine is a new design, opti-
mized to maximize turbine performance at the QCGAT cruise design 
pOlnt. ~his turbine retains tne three-stage configuration ot the 
'l'lo't:731-3 LP turbine, bu t has blading opt imi zed for the higher 
overall pressure ratio required to drive the hiyner bypass ratio 
fan. 'rhis increased turbine pressure ratio reduces core nozzle 
pressure ratiO, tnereby, reducing core jet velocity ano noise. 
The design point turbine efficiency goal in excess of 
90 percent requires the application of large turbine design tech-
nology demonstrate(~ in recent NASA and AFAPL fan turbine programs. 
'l'Il1S tecnnology incluCles the application ot non-free-vortex vector 
oiagram concepts along with advanced protile design techniques to 
provlue superior stage performance. 
Figure j-l? nrovides tne vector diagram nomenclature (or tne 
LP stages. 1I':'_ \ -::haracteristics of the QCGA'l' LP turbine are 
snuwn 1n ~~bl~ 3-5, and 3-6. The flow path tor the LP tur-
oine is snow:& e 3-13 with the predicted off-deRign LP tur-
blne maps dr~ , n Figures 3-14 anu 3-15. 
::;, • 3 • 7 • 1 LP ' ... 1.1 •••• ~ecnanical Design 
~Il~ prelimlnary mecnanical design ot the LP turbine section 
is 3ummarized in Figures 3-16, 3-17, and 3-18. Figure 3-16 lists 
~esign raaturas ana improvements to tne turbine rotor. ~aterials 
ot tne major components are shown in Figure 3-17. Figure 3-18 
lllustrates seconuary cooling ana leakage flows. 
3.j.~ ~ngine Static Structure 
J.'ne AiHesearcn UCGA'l' t:nglne design mlnlmlzes length and 
neight. The main frame consists of two cylinders--the compressor 
ano turbine plenums--joined by a conical transi tion structure. 
This framework takes all inertia and thrust loads, and embodies a 
"cool-skin" aesign wnerein the entire structure is enveloped by 
fan and compressor discharge air. The conical compressor-turbine 
transition structure also supports the accessory drive power shaft 
ana rignt-angle gearbox. The accessory drive is powered by the HP 
Sl,JuUl tnrougn a bevel gedr set. 
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Figure 3-11. LP Turbine Vector Diagram. 
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Figure 3-14. Low-Prc~sur~ Turbine Efficiency Versus Total 
Pressure Ratio. 
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LPT TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO - PT4.3/PT5.0 
Figure 3-15. Low-Pr£~sure Turbine Airflow Versus Total 
Pressure Ratio. 
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'FABLE 3-4. MA114 UESIuN PUINT DATA FUR THL QCGAT LP TURBINE.






satiny 	 IU7	 PA cor
Plass Llow rate,
kg/s (lbm/sec)	 5.055 (11. 145)





(10,454)Speeu, rad/s (rpm)	 2,118 (20,229)
SpeciLic work,
J/kg (Btu/Ibm)	 40b,515 (174.77) A.11	 108,554
()CH	 (46.67)
► ote:;:
►4umber of stages = 3
L'LLiciency, total to total, rating = 90.2 percent
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'I'AULE 3-!>. SUMMARY Ur' CUARAC'l'ERIS'l'IC DA'I'A I·'OR QCGA'I' 
LP TURBINE STAGES. 
1.1 i r st 
Stage 
Second 'l'h it'd 
Stage Stage Overall 
10BO.l 9B3.2 B66.4 
(1944.1) (1769.7) (1559.6) 
2b2.b 
Inlet total presuure kPa (psia) (3B.OB) 
~resbure rdtlo, total to tutal 1.705 
SpeciL1C work,LIH (Lur zeru 144.0 
CLearance kJ/kg (btu/lbm) (61.9) 
'.L'ip per ipneral spee<J 
Uti P m/ s (L P u ) 
Mean wurk 2coeLiicicnt A = 6H/UM 
Mean tlow coefficient 
4) ~. V X/Ur-l 
~fticiency, total to total 
with zero clearance 
~tticiency, total to total, 













1.770 1.905 5.747 
134.7 132.3 411.0 









0.B9B6 0.897B 0.9096 
0.8948 0.8947 0.9054 
~ ..... "'" ' b 
'1"1111,. I -II. :;"MMI\I{Y 'If Vl:;"I'\IH () 11\\; HAM PI\'1'1\ 
of 'j'lIl; \jl'uA'j' uP 'l'UHd 1 Nt;. 
::'1'A\;I"; 1 
l'.It.1m~'h'l lIut· Mt'"Ul- '1'111 
Inl,'t EXit I nl.'t Lx I t llllO'! Lx 1 t 
11.'111l II . 'II I 14 • 1'1'1 loLU.I I II. ,,)4 17.l.!0 
H.ldl,lh <.'rn ( Ill. ) (4. 1111») (4. b'll)) ('I.bb';l) ('" I'HI) (t>. h',',) (b.740) 
1. 0';13 -0.4l.! 1. 14U -0. nb 1.ltll -lJ • .!3b 
.W [old (l)t'q) (b2. b) (-.'J.h) (b'I.U) (-1 'J • U) (b I. tl) (-1 J,,» 
0.1:'1- -1.01 'I O. '>11 -1. Ub 1 0.02t1 -1.082 
II [old (Ul"J) (41. 4) (-'J1l.4) (.!9.b) (-bll.8) (1. b) (-b2.0) 
ViAIl'H 0.8bU 0.74'> 0.380 0.b49 0.384 
1I. ,\" l'H 0.43:" 0.43 j l).~.l.! O. ',14 O.bll 0.b17 
W, jl" \.'1{ O. 'I'll O.b9b 0.3bl O.l.! '7 0.2',2 0.791 
Ih'.Icl1011 ('A) LO.'> 43.2 'i9.8 
S'rAlil-; 2 
.. ~ ~ --- ~ 
1'.11 arne tl' [' lIull MI'.ln' ,'1'11> 
1 
1 n ll~ t I>x i t 1 n il' t (';x i t In 11' t Exit 
11.83b 11. ., bO 1~.2j2 1 'I • I b 1 111.',42 19 • .104 
H.ldlUIl cm (In. ) (4. bbO) (4.630) (5.997) (b.20',) (7. 1(0) (7.600) 
1. O;,! 1 -0.305 1. 07..! -0 • .!'/b 1.094 -O • .!l1b 
<t ['old (Uc<j) (58.5) (-17.5) (61.4 ) (-15.8) (b;.!. 7) (-11.8) 
0.5bO -0.91') 0.192 -1. 07'> -0.492 -1.14.l 
JI r.1d (Ue'.l) (32.1) (-52.4) (11. 0) (-b1.6) (-28.2) (-b';.5) 
V/I\\'H 0.840 0.495 0.724 0.416 0.bl1 0 • .197 
U/A"CH 0.4'>'> 0.453 0.58b 0.605 0.708 0.734 
W/A"CH 0.'.13'> 0.7'i4 0.364 0.811 0.325 O.S92 
Hl'.ICt ion ('A) 3.!.4 54.11 72 .3 
-- '--~~-'- --~~--~-. . -----.---_.- -.~~--.-- - -.--~- .----
P.lC.lmcter 
- ---+. --~-~.~~-----~-.-.~--.~--. . _!Ql.l'~ '._. . _~!1L .. _ .... . .I-'lll·L .. ~_ ... _r:.x) 1:. .. _ '''' __ 1 nl,.£~ ..•. ___ I;:m_,, __ .. _ 
11. 43 11. 4 3 16.538 Ib.947 20.638 21.031 
HdU1Ull em (in. ) (4.500) (4.500) (6.511) (6.672) (11.125) (8.280) 
1. 052 0.152 1. 005 -0.14'> 0.946 .. 0.122 
lY [,.Id (Uc<j) (60.3) (-8.7) (57.6) (-0.3) (54.2) (-7.0) 
0.702 -0.757 -0.05..! -0.9% -0.7 Jl -1.009 
fJ ['old (Dc<j) (40.2) (-43.4) (-3.0) (-~i4. 8) (-41.9) (-57.11) 
V/A I CH 1. 001 0.614 0.754 0.575 0.616 0.621 
0/ A" CR 0.471 0.471 0.678 0.692 0.832 0.846 
W/A"CH 0.6711 0.8lb 0.416 0.945 0.4119 1.004 
Hc.lction (%) 19.3 b1.6 70.9 
*50 Pcrcent Strcolmline 
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A INellll'SI II UIlIH III III Ul)( I 
COOllNlj flOW I'lIfSSIIIH 1)f\(JI' 
U III llUC! II DIAMI TIll Mil) 
INeftl ASI II NlIMl1I 110f fI I I If 
10 IIllllICl IIAKAliI flllW 
All DISKS WITH' Jr, MINIMIIM 
HlIIIS1 Sf'llll MAIH'iIN 
fSlIMAlf () H001 AVillAIII 
Cf NT 1111 IHiAl Sf AI ssr s 
1 • 219.3 kP~ (31.8 KSII 
2 • 319,2 kP. (46,3 KSII 
3 • 344.7 kP. (50.0 KSII 
~lvure 3-lb. UCGAT LP Turbine ~otor Mecnanical Design Peatures. 
'l'ne i.:ln rotor IS over nung t rom its bear ings, Willl:n are sup-
pur teu In .:l iorgeu steel nous ing. 'l'hr us t and iner t ia loads pass 
trom tne 1J12..lr Ing support tnrougn the tan strut hou.sing to the 
en~ine maln-mount ring. The mount ring acts as a flow cnannel for 
tile tiln uypass iHr anu supports tne fan-bypass stator, the fan-
inlet !lousing, anu the accessory urive gearbox. 
'l'ne ou ter -Lan due t is Inaue ot higl)-S treng tn .na ter ials to 
accept tnrust reverser loading and the loaus imposed by the 
nacu~le. In ..luultion to Increased strengtn, integral axial 
t l'.Hlges prov iue for improved eng i ne serv iceabi I i ty. Fan-suppor t 
structure mater lals are shown in ~'igure 3-19. Design loads tor 
tne tan-sup;?or t stLucture are snown in 'rable 3-7. 
'l'ne Lt> rotor is suppor teu lJy a forward ball bear ing, wnicn 
takes tnrust and inertial loaus, anu an aft roller bearing that 
r12act~ tu Inertlal loadS. '.1.'112 ait rOlier bearing is supporti .. 'u by 
a nous ins wll icn cons ist S 01 <In inner cun ical shell, 0 r au ial 
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SEi.-LEVEL ThKEOFF CONDITIO~"S 
0442 
ALL FLO .... S ARE SHO\"J~~ AS A PERCErn OF THE LP TUREm.E CORE FLOW. 
THE CIRCLED NUMBERS REPRESENT THE PU~.'1Plr':G REOUIREMENT Ii~ EACH C:'ViTY. 
Figure 3-18. QCGAT Low-Pressure Turbine Cooling and Leakage Flows. 
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FAN SUPPORT 
MATERIAL'" 17-4PH CRE:; 
I 
r SlRUT (8 PLACES) 
INTERMfDIATE CASE 
MATERIAL • K01-T1 CAST ALUMINUM 
___ ENGINE SUPPORT HOUSING 
MATERIAL • 6 AI-iV TITANIUM 
l"lljUre j-19. 1..!1.:l.JA'l' 1~nsul,", !."<.11l Support Gtructure. 
ULrutu, <.111L1 illl outer cylinuric<.1l uhell Wilicll i~ bolted to the 
vu t0r C<.1:3e or tIle eng ine. '1' ill :3 Hear Bear ing Suppor t Hous ing pro-
Vlu-.!S tile 10<.1U tJatn trom tnl' 1,.1'. retor rar bearin':J to the outer 
,:"H3~ ot tile engine. 'l'ne turbine plenum enu cone suppor ts the Rear 
U-.!<.1rul':1 SlIPtJvrt Housing <.lno til'"' L.il • turbin\J stators. 
~'Ii.:.! uP rotor is overnung trolll a torw<.1rc..i roller ana an aft 
0<.111 uearing ,",'itn tne be<.lring-support structures attached to tile 
lllterIllCui<.1te-strut l1ou:3ing. .I.'ni:3 overhun<:J arrangement iC'i:' t:le 
sllort-couplca HP :3pool Ila~ definite advantages. In addition to 
tlle rCliUCCU we 19l1 t aCllleVCli by el imi na t lon ot a hot sump! oil 
uel1very is simplitied, cokin~ problems arc c1iminate~, and bearing 
11 veu are lncreilseu oecaube 01 C00l.er 011.. i'!1C UP compreS50r-
uir1user nousin9 ~roviucs support for the combustor transition 
1.l.ll-.!r anu tile uP turiJlne stc.ltor, iJ.S well. as bein9 tne pressure 
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Moment Load Fan Thurst 
Nm (in-1b) N (lb) 
TF.t:.731 QCGAT TFE731 QCGAT 
13,789.5 14,679.1 
(3,100) (3,300) 
68,242.8 34,.234.4 13,789.5 14,679.1 
(604,000) (303,OOO) (3,100j (3,300) 
98,296.7 44,967.9 13,789.5 14,679.1 
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ticvcr..11 I..it..1tl~ stlu~tur.:ll compom.llt:..; on the ~liA'I' I:;nglne are 
new vr mod1tied 'I'.l"t:731 compollcnts. 'I'hese items include: 
(..1) 1"..1n support housing 
(b) intermediate compressor :lousing 
(c) Pan core stator 
(d) 1"an bypass stator 
(e) ~n;ine support housing 
(t) 1<'an inlet hou;;;ing 
(g) uuter tan duct 
(n) LX~l.lUst nuzzle 
(1) l~teLturblnc duct 
( J) LlJ tu rb lllU S t.l tvr ..1ssembly 
Witn the exception ot the tan-inlet housing and the outer-fan 
duc t, tne t Ull~ t lon 01 LhuHC i terns has not changed. 'I'he tan outer 
duct Il..1S two vers10ns~ one incorporates acoustical treatment, the 
otner has conventional hardwall construction. 
3.4 ~ust anu .l"ll~nt ~ontiguration 
~nere are six basic combinations of acoustically treated or 
nardwall eng inc/nacelle coni igur a t ions. 'l'he inlet sect ions for 
testing were eitner a bellmouth tor static operation, a tlight-
simulator lip, or the flight-nacelle lip. Inlet panels, fan duct 
.Liners, i.ll1u <ltt-l.uct lnner .lnu outer panels were installed as 
nardwall or acoustically treated so that individual panels could 
be evaluateu tor tueir contribution to the overall performance and 
noise supress10n. 1\ calibrated dual exhaust nozzle and a mixer-
compound exnaust nozzle were also used in the test program with 
the tlight configuration evaluated under ground static conditions. 
3.4.1 Test Installations 
l!'igure 3-20 SllOW:"; tt1C var ious combinations that were tested 
dur ing the program. 'l'hree inlets, two inlet panels, fan-duct 
panel, bypass-duct panel, inner- and outer- aft panels and the two 
ditferent exnaust nozzles were tested. 
3.J Mlxer-~ompound Lxhaust System 
l'lle mixer-compound exhaust system was designed wi th the dual 
objectives for obtaining an exhaust system to meet the performance 
and exhaust jet-nOise goals ot the Q~GAT. 
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PERFOR .. AI\iCE. NOISE. E"'SSIOl\lS 
e"GIIliE. :'lSTRI.;"'E"TATlON MO 
TEST CElL CAL'SRATIONS 
A uREE" P'JN 
B PRE-END!JRAI\iC~ 
E"Gt"E EIliDURAl\iCE CYCLE '; 
A E .. OURAI\iCE 
B POST EI\iD'JRANCE CAlIB 
REfEHE~CE E-.eGt- c PERFO~V:"'PwC.E 
~M~S 
PERF ISTD I' 1.1. 
PERF sm I •• ; 
P'-~I'STO 
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I ! r 
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'. 
EI\iG, .. E "'~lISE 
A NOIS~ CAlteQATK)tIc 1 
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'«Jl1i£ CAU8R'A"!'YA 
"A)ISf C"UBRAT~ 6 
G I\iOISE C"lIkf'ATtOt. 
IS ~~:e~~"s"~~~BRATIOI\iS 
TASK 8 P'tE-DEUVERY CALl8RAT!":J1II 
lffiR I~FORMAT~ OfttLY 
ENO'j'l ST;) • • 
E'<OUR STi) • • 
E .. oUfl ST,- "". • 
:"OU" S'~ IV. • 
E'OOU'1 S!V IV: • 
F'OO ..... STD • 
1£'IOUft ST:). • • ____ 
PERF STr • • 
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Figure 3-20. QCGAT Engine Tests and Engine/Nacelle Build Configurations. 
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A prellmlnary mlxcr nozzle optimizatlon computer program, 
oaseu C I state-ot-tne-art technlques, defined the initial mixer 
conl1yuratlon yeometry. 'file initial aerodynamic contours ot the 
mixer ~n,i tan duct were determined with a radial-equilibrium-flow 
an.,u,yslS proyr dill. 'rile mi xer -lobe ues lyns were analyzed with an 
aovanced j-u V1SCOUS compressible tlow program. Several lobe mod-
itlcatloIH3 W~lC stUul(!u b~beu 011 tue results ot tne llow analysIs. 
~ne contlyurtltlons were also analyzed in terma ot relative mixing 
et1lclcncy, uSlny ~ turbulent mixlng-model program. ilased on the 
tlow andlYbls, turee mlxer-compounu <.:ontigurations ana a stanaard-
compounu nozzle wer~ sele~ted tor scale-model testing. 
~hree ffilxiny duct length variations were also selected. 
lo1ooel uardware WelS tabr icated and tested. Per formance and 
acoubtlC aatd trom tile modcl tests were recordeo at the sea-·levp.l 
statiC takeott ana C[U1Ue oesign point conditions. A final mixer-
eXlIi;tUbt ;';'jstem wa!. st'lectt.'u clnt. the scale-Inouel mixer system was 
testeu at selecteu ~Ll-uesign conditlons in order to generate per-
to:ruancc fuap~. ~Il~ pcrtormancc maps wer~ then usee in an englne-
Ci'Cle-lHzlny an4.11ysls to obtain tile optlmum areas for the overall 
rllCjllt re·,;,Ilhle. 
",lnce a.1..1. vt t:,e nii:ccr-compouno cxnaust system o~sign intor-
m':::":lor. Ll:lU tl!C :JluLl~' rig mOue! tpst uata are coverea unuer the 
.:.~r 1y &JOll;es t lC Vu)~em.l.lji:J t lun C14.1U~.e 01 tne contract, illl c.ietai 1S 
Ot tllis ueoiyn l:)I}dl;;e were published ~cparately. ',L'he re?ort is 
tIL.1.CU "\.!~i..Jt\'!' l'I;.;~er-~ullll?ollnu C.Xh.iUl.it System L>eslgn .:mti ;.;tatic lHg 
Nouel ',1'est Kepor t" ~nu h .. ~'nl i 1 ieu au NASA I"'R-13 r) 3R6 (AiResearch 
~ep(JLt L'4(). ;?1-2nbl). I\utnon..i ure W. L. I.Hackmore and C. 1::. 
',1'nOmpSoil ot tile l\ll\e~CdraCII Manutactur ing Company of Ar izona. 
l\ rCLerence nozzle wltn kn(J\<'n tiow coetLiclents and thrust 
co~tllcl~nts was used tor engine calibrations. Area inspections 
an~ Ca.1.CU~ilteu C()eLllCienlu (baseu on the scale-model tests) were 
usea to proville preuicteo data for tne mixer-compound nozzle 
SYSlCfu. ~~reemenl was oDl~lneu Lor tne preulcteu pertormance with 
trle actual engine take-ott. powei. ~etting al sea-level static con-
(Htlon~. 
~h~ mlxcr-compounu exhaust uystcm in(;reased the thrust coef-
l: lcien t Lor the ue..l-level-s ta tic takeot f-power set t ing by 
1. oj pOlnt& rel~tive to tne relerence-coannular exhaust system. 
'J.'hlS proviues a 3.l-percent improvement in TSFC and a 10. r K 
(l~ 01") uecrcase in 'J."J.'5 .!'he test resul ts exceeocd the pretest 
status mot.e.1. prcuictions 01 6~S~C by -2.7%, and 6TT5 by -7.2K (-13°~). 
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~lnce cny1ne sed-l~vel ~t~t1C teHt results veritieu the 
status moue.1. predict10nti, tne l:L'uiae ues1gn point predicteu 
1mprovemcnt 1n torust coetL1clcr~t 01 i.5 p01nts snoulo reSUlt in a 
l.o-percent 1ncrease 1n cru1se net thrust and a J.2-percent 
lmprovement 1n crU1se ~~~C. 
J.b ~omponent Hardware 
J.u.l Controls anu Accessor1eu 
~Ut\fJ.' pertormdnce (in terms 01 tile control parameters) was 
generated and compared Wltn the production TF~73l-3 control capa-
0111 ty .J.'ne 'n'!:;7 3 1 hydromeclI .. m ical con t ro.1. sys tern prov ides a 
bac~-up moue whicn results in engine thrust less than engine-rated 
tnrust at some operat ing contu t10ns and restr icte:, power lever 
travel at otners. ',l'neretore, these limitations of the TF~73l 
control system 1n 1,JI.:l.:ii\'J.' eng1ne operatlon makes peripneral atten-
tion necessary. ~ne addition of peripneral electrical equipment 
WOU.1.U vrovluc tor manua.1. bleeu valve operation anu an increase in 
tne maximum Iuel scheuule, under certain cond~tions, when neces-
sary. ~hese tunctions are activated or deactivated depending on 
engine operating point. In addition to the close attention 
required, including the peripheral electrical equipment, rapid-
transient operation would be unavail~ble. 
~ased on tois analy:;;is, the use ot the 'n'J::731-3 control 
system without a computer was not considered practical in terms of 
operating procedures. 
~'igure 3-21 is a block diagram 01 tile system selected for the 
Q\.:GNr Bngine showing interfacing parameters and the functions 
assigned to the computer and hydromechanical control sections. 
QCGA'l' engine character istics were compared wi th those of the 
t~~731-3 t. determine the moditications necessary for the existing 
computer. This comparison showed the basic logic was satisfactory 
and the adjustment ranges are adequate. 'rhe only modification 
necessary would be changing component values, specifically, 
resistor changes. 
The UCGAT control computer is a solid-state electronic unit 
providing engine-control features as follows: 
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(a) ~ngine condition input signals 
(b) Starting control 
(c) Power control and adjustments 
(d) Transient operation limiting 
(e) Control function selection 
(f) Power output to fuel control 
(g) Surge bleed valve control 
(h) Computer monitoring and control mode switch 
(i) Speed switch option 
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t- ENG:N£ THRUST AND FUEL VARIATION ADJUSTMENTS 
Figure 3-21. QCGAT Control System. 
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'I'll" relationship lJelween these major control i('atures is 
illustrated in the tunctional diagram of Figure 3-22. 
3.b.2 Lubrication System 
The diagram in Figure 3-23 snows the major elements associ-
ated wi th the engine lubr ication system, including the oil tank 
and cooling components. uil is drawn from the tank by the pres-
sur~ pump and is passed through the filter, and the air-oil 
cooler. From this coolpr, oil tlow is divided so that a portion is 
dire~ted to the engine bearings and accessory gearbox, while the 
remainder is delivered to the tan gearbox. The air-oil cooler is 
equipped with a thermostatic bypass valve to maintain the oil at 
tne desired temperature uuring cold-weather operation. 
The oil pumps are housed in the accessory gearbox pump pack-
age, which contains tour scavenge pumps and the oil-pressure pump. 
'l'hc~e pumps scavenge: (1) the fan ljParbox and forward-engine 
bearings, l?\ the aft-engine bearing, (J) the transfer gearbox and 
the mid-eng ine bear ings, and (4) the accl'ssory gearbox. The d i s-
charge side of the scavenge pumps connects to a common line that 
is routed to the oil tank. 
The capacity of the scavenge pumps is greater than that of 
the pressure pump, to ensure good scavenge per formance. Ai r is 
separated from the oil by the deaerator in the oil tank and is 
vented to the accessory gearbox. Suspended oil droplets are 
removed centrifugally trom the air before the air is vented over-
board through the breather pressurizing valve. This valve main-
tains a minimum pressure in the lubrication-system compartments to 
ensure proper oil pump operation at all alti tudes wi thin the 
engine operating envelope. 
3.6.3 ~lectrical System 
~he engine electrical system includes dual ignition, an 
engine-mounted fuel control system, an inter turbine-temperature 
tnermocouple assembly, two monopole pickups for LP- and HP-spool 
operating speed, and a magnetic chip detector. A 24-volt dc 
starter-generator is provided for engine st~rting when supplied 
with sufficient electrical energy. 
3.6.4 Accessories 
The acc~ssory-drive gearbox is located at the lower forward 
end of the engine and is driven by the HP rotor through a transfer 
gearbox. It provides two drives and mounting pads on the forward 
side for a customer-furnished alternator, hydraulic pump, or 
similar accessor ies. 'rhe total power available for extraction 
from the customer accessory drives varies from 14.9 kW (20 horse-
power) at idle to a maximum of 29.8 kW (40 horsepower) at takeoff. 
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Figure 3-22. QCGN' Control Computer Fu!':ctio::al Diagra.-::. 
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TRANSFER GEARBOX 
FAN REDUCTION GEARBOX 
Figure 3-23. 
~ =~:E:' ~~=~j ! 
H SECTION. t~ ~--JI ~ ij Il ] -- - - i' t~[:_ ~~~ .. ~J 
.n. 
\. -. OIL PRESSUM 
OIL nMf'ERATUJtE 
QCG.;T Engi!1e Lubricatio!1 S::'ste:::. 
~--~- --... <--.. ••• """"" 
'1',ll' l\llh'~i~'.JICh-ll1l1\l~illl'd ~;Lltll't-lJL'IlL'[.JtOl ill ,l1so mounLcd on .l 
llI1W.Jld-tildl,' mounl illlJ p.ld. 
'1'1lL' tuel pump tillpp1ips lllel to thc hydfOllll'cil.Jnic.:.ll ~il'ction .Jt 
tllC rcquHed prl'sHun' .Jnd tlow. 'l'he pump iH mounted on till' all end 
lit tilt.' .Jcccssory ljL'.Jrbox .Jnd is driven .Jl ~;pl'l'dH lrom ZL'ro to 
ll2U.2 [.Jd/s (bOOO rpm). 'l'he lwo-st.JYc fuel pump providcs lhe 
moulllllhJ InLerl.Jce .Jnd dr iVL' 101' the hydromech.Jnic.Jl sl'ction of 
the fuel conlrol system. 
3.7 c;n~~,!ll' _l!}~~d11.J!:ion 
3.7.1 l~n~ne_Mountin~ 
'l'he bolsic mounLiny provisions .He shown in l"iyure 3-24. 
3.7.1.1 Center. of liravU:,y 
'l'he center of yr.Jvity ot the basic ellyine is also ~hown in 
l"iljure 3-24. 11 optional .Jccessories arc installed on the engine, 
tile cenLer 01 YfolVity v.:.11ues indicated in '1'.:.1ble 3-t3 must be used 
in col1cul.JLiny the installed center of gravity. '1'lIe center of 
':ll.JVIty loc..ltion tor .J :;pecilic ellgine configuratIon wO.Jld be 
sllown on the olpp1 iC.lble insta11..ltion drawing. Aircrat t acces-
sur ies mounLeu on tne enYll1e should be incluued lor calculating 
tile ilwtollled center of yravity. 
3.7.1.2 ~omenl 01 Inertia 
----~----.---
'l'ne c..llcul..lted mass moment 01 inertia about the center of 
gravity for the basic enyine is tabulated as follows: 
Basic t;ngine 
1 19.0 Nm-s :2 (173.5 Ib-in.-se( 2 ) = 
xx 
1 S:2.0 l\lm-s :2 (400.0 Ib-in.-sec2 ) -Yi 
lzz 46.~ 
:2 (411.6 Ib-in.-sec 2 = Nm-s 
'1'he pololr moment 01 inertia and direction of the major 
rotol t in9 masses for the QC GA '1' eng ine is as [ollows: 
Rotating Group 
Hign-pressure rotor 13.0 Nm-s:2 (120 cw Ib-in.-se(2 ) 
0.4 '7 Nln-s2 (4.1') :2 Low-pressure rotor u cw Ib-in.-sec 
Pan rotor 1.08 Nm-s 2 (9.bO ccw Ib-in.-sec2 ) 


























BL --I WI.. 
FitJure 3-24. Mounting Configuration and Basic Dry 




TABLE 3-8. ENGINE ACCESSORIES. 
Ac~eBsory Center of Gravity LocationCD 
-------------
Maximum 
Accessory Weight Water Buttock 
kg (lbs) Station Line Line 
Air-oil cooler assembly 
oil-to-fuel cooler, ann 




Oil tank (steel) with 5.22 
left and right-hand (11.5) 











To calculate the center of gravity of the final engine con-
figuration, the incremental differences of the added acces-
sories must be computed and algebraically added to the basic 
center of gravity shown in Table B. 
If the optional air-oil cooler is not included with the 
engine, an appropriate aerodynamic fairing is required. 
This fairing is not included with the basic engine. 
Note that the oil tank and plumbing weight wjll vary with 
installation variations, such as auxiliary fill tube length 
and oth~r accessories that may be included. Refer to the 
applicable installation drawing. 
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'fill! UnlJlnu WU1 1,Jllt SUml1l.l1Y 1S listed in 'l'.lble 3-9. 
3.7.2.1 ~~ne Dry ~eight 
Till! dry weilJllt 01 the lJanic lJ~lJA'1' engine iu 3tiO kg 
(ti37 pounds). 'l'his weilJht includel.3 the 4.67 kg (l0.3 pounds) ot 
the remotely mounteo electronic c0mputer and the weight 01 the 
stdndard equipment items listed in Table 3-10. 
U~liA'l' cng i ne s t.:lnddrd ~~qu ipmenl lor: the bas ic eng inc includes 
the items listed in T.:lblc 3-10. 
'1'110 re!:31dual lluids that remain in the engine after drainage 
will not exceed 1.81 kg (4 pounds) at oil .:lnd 1.36 kg (3 pounds) 
ot tUl!l. l{esiuu.:ll tluid~; th.:lt remain in the accessories, Items) 
and 2 01 Table 3-8, alter engine draining will not exceed 1.81 kg 
(4 pounos) Ler oiJ. .:lnd 0.41 kg (2 pounds) lor Luel. An installed 
enginl! tilled with fluids and ready for operation will contain an 
aooitional O.~l kg (2 pl)Unds) ot oil in the lines and sump, and 
5.44 kg (12 pounds) of otl in the optional oil tank. 
The dccl!ssoriel.3 available 
'l'able 3-8, must LJe included in 
englIlC We1lJllt. 
3 . 7 • 3 L~ ace 11 e We i gilt 
3.7.3.1 QClii\T_Workho~?c Nacelle 






'l'lle design intent 01 the workhorse nacelle was to provide 
durable and fatigue-resistant nacelle components. This was accom-
plished througll tbe usc ot heavy-gauge sheet, plate, and bar forms 
that resulted in economical components. Fabrication techniques 
includeo torming, machining, and riveting. Fusion welding was not 
used in order to minimize distortion. The workhorse nacelle com-
ponents incorporate all the aerodynamic, acoustical, and instru-
menta tion requi remen ts. fI'he components also prov ide for easy 
access to the engine service areas and interchangeability of 
acoustic and hardwall panels with precision fits to minimize steps 
in the flow path. All acoustic and hardwall panels are similar in 
design. The difference between the h3rdwall panels and the 
acous t ic panels is the subs t i tu t ion ot a hard-face sheet for a 
perforated-face sheet. 
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T,\,I!.F I 1 'I 
~""'I ~y'itt'm 
~. lIt "l 
r'lnw dlvld.-r 
NO?ll .. m.tn it ,I} <ill 
~'ll,~1 "llntr,,1 dud .J!lHOl"l.H.'d 
prnbl'n Int'ludin'l IIn"K 
R"motf'ly mllunt('d ('lectrnnic (urI-
control "omputt'r ('xrludinq 
Wlr in" .lnd pr.'nsur f'-!!('nKf' linf') 
Oil br .. ather prt'RHurizing valvp lind vent 
I'lIlLti~1l l'i'~t€',--JlIJ ~:x(:ll1_<!t~I~~~(~!, _H'~ly_e!.: 
011011 c:apacitnr dinchargp ignition 
unit capahle of continuous duty 
Two ignitor plugll <lnd Ilhirldrd high-
ten!!ion leada 
!I.l~t Il~ _qol..st~!!'1?_~~~u r ~2!:'..r:!-'!oJ:. 
Thermocouplell and an ITT (T t4 • 3, sensor harnpas as 
shewn on the Installation 
Drawing 
OIl I'r":':IIII'·, ,)11 I"mpt-I olt-II "., fo)/'I 
11,lwm.·t"1 prnvI:lion'l, .In<l 111,,1 pImp 
Int"I!lt.,'l" !It''~I'I\lr'' 01 tt'mpt'r4tlllt' 
M I !I('" II ,uII'UlHI 
:{plnn .. r 
MOllntin" .Iud holndllnq provisions 
~:nqin" In!.'t fllln!', tan dll(·t inncor 
an'~ out,'r flanq!', lind turhint' 
('Xhol\l:lt (lanqt' "onn('c:t ion 
pC)Int~ 
On!' hiqh-prt'sllure lind two low-pr('sRure 
bl('('<\-Ilir portK 
NJ Inw-prf'RKllrp rntor lind N2 high-
I'r"~Blltr rotor monopolp I'Ipred 
Ht~nHor n 
Rotor bl:ldr cnntainmf'nt 
Flln-tip nnisr attf'nuatinn 
Grarbox and drive padn for airframe 
<Iccrasorit's 
"Although not required for engine operation, provision for installation of fan gearbox oil-out 
temperature sensing is furnished • 
. " ., 
...... 1.1':.., .... = 
, 
L 
~lyure 3-2~ (Urawinqi)~JijlO) i~ the assem~ly drawing of the 
\..~uA'.1' en'.]ine and Uw Workhortie Nacelle. 
3.7.3.2 ~l,yht N~celle 
The YC~AT pLoyram required tabrication 01 only the workhorse 
nacelle. Since this a~~umbly was tor ground use, with all tlight 
dlmen~lons, the l.lbr iC.ltion techniyues were 'Juvern(,(j by economy 
rather tnan Wellojllt. 'l'hc 11ight nacelle W.lS deuigned in "layout" 
or "prellmlnary" torm. c:~timated weiyhts ot tne tligtlt nacelle 
and major components are listed in Table 3-11. 
3.7.3.3 Total c:ngine/Nace11e Weight 
'.1'he QCuA'.1' Production ~'1ight l!;ngine and Nacelle is estimated 
to nave a total weignt ot 513.27 kg (1,131.6 pounds). 
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Nac('llc L'omponf'lIts 
Nose cowl assembly 
000; assembly fan cowl 
Aft (an duct 
OutC'r barr£'1 
Inner 
Engine' service and fount fairing 
Fan nozzle 
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AIHPLANJ:: D~FINITION AND CHARACTJ::RlSTlCS 
4. 0 t~lHPLI\NJ:: DJ::l"lNl'l'lUN AND CHARAC'fB1USTICS 
4.J. General 
The originally proposed airplane definition was based on two 
pr imary objectives: (1) Provide for an airplane that would 
utilize the installed thrust ot the QCGAT engine and produce a 
takeoff flight path that would meet the noise goals of this pro-
gram; (2) Represent a viable airplane with respect to its ability 
to transport passengers and cargo with a fuel efficiency that 
would compare favorably to current business jet airplanes. 
'fhe increased thrust of the QCGAT engine, as compared wi th 
the TFB73l-2 engine, was utilized to provide an airplane of the 
Learjet 35/36 and Falcon 10 class, and include a higher seating 
capacity. 'J.'he airplane definition and performance uses the QCGAT 
engine as described in this document. 
4.2 Aircraft Performance 
'J.'ne airplane takeoft-gross weight dnd wing area have been 
scaled to match engine thrust changes. Airplane parameters are 
snown 1n Table 4-1 with the engine installation losses given in 
'l'able 4-.l. 'I'he or ig inally proposed al rplane speci f ied a total 
sea-level static thrust to takeofl gross weight ratio of 0.410 
combined with a takeoff-gross weight to wing area ratio ot 72.55. 
'l'hese parameters produced an acceptable acoustic takeoff flight 
path and good specific range cruise performance. TheDe ratios 
were retained tor the March 1977 redesign. The reduced installed-
takeoff thrust of the QCGAT engine produced a reduced takeoff-
gross weigllt as well as a smaller wing for the same takeoff flight 
path. 
1\ turther reduction in installed sea-level-static thrust to 
16,845 N (3787 pounds) per engine (ISA 100e), shown in Table 4-1, 
would necessitate a further payload reduction of 294 kg 
(649 pounds) in order to meet the ear 1 ier takeoff fl igh t path. 
Another solution is to retain the takeoff-gross weight of 8674 kg 
(19,122 pounds) and reduce the takeoff thrust to weight ratio tc 
0.39b. This would require acceptance of reduced takeoff perform-
ance. Table 4-3 contains the pertinent takeoff summary data. 
Plots of takeoff-flight paths with and without thrust cutback are 




TAILE 4-1. Catt"AItIIOH or PRUIHT AU.LAHE TO 'MO'O~AI. AIJI'LANt. 
-- - -. --2"--- -2"-----
Wing Ar.... (tt) 
~LS thru.t N (lb) 
(Inat.II.1 - IIA .10·C) 
rhp. 
Flap .pan/wing .pan 
SLS thru.t/TOGW (ISA • 10·C) 
TOOW·wlng ar .. k~ m2 (lb tt::l) 
Capacity (cr.w + p •••• ng.r.) 
OWE kg (lb) 
rOi]loi Kg (ib) 
Max r.mp wt kg (lb) 
M.x fu.l wt kg (lb) 
Max u.able fuel kg (lb) 
Max paylo.d kg (lb) 
Max landing wt kg (lb) 
zrw W/m.x payload kg (lb) 
rutl W/max payload kg (lb) 








.. --- .. - ....... ----~ ..... - .. 
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6,775 \14 ,936) 
6,021 (13,273) 
2,767 (6,09 II) 
846 (1,865) 








l~4 • .t (n.5~) 












TABLE 4-2. QCGAT AIRPLANE INSTALLATION LOSSES 
USED FOR TAKEOFF SEGMENT. 
Parameter 
Inlet Ram-Pressure Recovery 
High-Pressure Rotor Power Extraction 







TABLE 4-3. TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE OF CURRENT AIRPLANE 
DEFINITION WITH MAY 1977 QCGAT ENGINE. 
(SEA LEVEL RUNWAY - ISA +lOOC) 
Parameter 
Takeoff gross weight - kg(lb) 
Wing area - m2 (ft2) 
Engine SLS thrust - N(lbs) 
Distance from brake release 
to (35 feet) in altitude km(ft) 
Altitude m(ft) at a distance of 
6.5km (3.5nm) from brake release 
V Stall takeoff config km/hr (KIAS) 
CLV2 
CLMAX 
































1000 1 ~ LI~TOFF--7--".1'--+----~------------~-----t 
200 5001 -H / 
0 0' II,.........., V o 2 Ii 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 3O~-32-34-
DISTANCE FROM BRAKE RELEASE - FT X 10-3 
I I I ---. - T 1- I I I -_ml 1 
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 
DISTANCE FROM BRAKE RELEASE - m X 10-3 
Figure 4-1. Takpoff Flight Pat~ fo= Scaled Airplane/QCGAT Phase II. 
___ ~ _._ ._~ _____ ~~._~ t .., 
'l'he approach L 1 igl1 t pa til was recalcula ted tor a we igh t O2 b777 kg £14,940 pounds) and the new wing ar~a of 24.49 m 
(2bJ.b Lt). The pertinent data is given in Table 4-4. 
Specitic range versus Mach number plots for several altitudes 
are ylvcn in figures 4-2 through 4-9 and reflect the cruise per-
tormanc2 of, thee~gine with the airplane having a wing orea of 24.49 In (263.6 tt ). 
'1'l1e payload versus range performance of the airplane was com-
puted and is compared with the corresponding performance of 
airplane/engine as given in the proposal document. This data is 
given in figure 4-10 with the weight schedules given for the break 
points in Table 4-5. 
figure 4-11 provides a "first pass" three-view drawing of the 
OCliA'l' ai rplane. I!'ur ther extens i ve improvements can also be made 
by increasing the wing aspect ratio and reducing the fuselage 
length by lowering the wing mounting relative to the fuselage so 
that passengers can be carried directly over the wing. 
TABLE 4-4. APPROACH FLIGHT (ISA +lO°C) 
Parameter Value 
Approach lnight Path rad (degrees) -0.0524 rad (-3 0) 
Approach Mach Number 0.204 
Approach Altitude m(ft) 112 (370) 
Approach r'lap Se t t ing rad (degrees) 0.6632 rad (38 0) 
Appruach Weight In (lb) 6777 (14,940) 
Approach 'l'hr us t per Engine N(lb) 3741 (841) 
Angle ot Attach rad (degrees) 0.0227 rad (1. 3) 
aFRL* 0 
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AIRPLANE WEIGH r kg (LB) 
0.26 "-"'--+ .......... -.+-~++-~ ......... -;+""T""'-i+H~ () 9,072 (20,000) 
6 8,618 (19,000) 
t· 8,165 (18,000) 
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b. 6,804 (15,000) 
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MACH NO. 
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Figure 4-4. Specific Range Versus Mach No. for QCGAT-Powerea 
Scaled Airplane at 4,570 m (15,000 FtJ Altitude. 
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MACH NO. 
ALTITUDE 7620 m (25,000 FT) 
Figure 4-6. Speci f ic Hall(Tn V(~rsus Mach No. for OCGAT-Powpred 
Scaled Alrl'L.llll~ at 7,620 m (25,000 Ft) Altitude. 
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Figure 4-7. Specific Hdnql' Versus Mud:. NCI. for QCGAT"!Jo\"t~red 
Scaled Airplane at 9,144 m (30,000 Ft) Altitudp. 
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ALTITUDE 12,192 m {40,000 FT) 
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Figure 4-10. Payload Versus Range for QCGAT Powered Airplane. 
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TAIU: .-~. QCGAT 'AYLOAD/kANt,a ... 
'ayload kg (lb, 
OWi: kg Ob) 
zrw kg (Ib) 
Ma. fuel kg Ub) 
laap weight kg (lb) 
Taxi fuel kg (1t.) 
TOOW kg (1b) 
lange ka (tIM) 
30 .in relorye " 15~. a (5000 ft) 
lange ka (NM) 
.5 .in rel.rye ~ wnd of crui.e 
Crui.e altitude •• (ft) 
.eginning crull., LID 
End crui •• , L/D 
.eg1nn1ng of CrUllft, TSrC 
kg/N·h (lb/hr/lb) 
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17.6 m (57.75 FT) 
12.9 m (42.5 FT) 
4.11 m (13.5 FT) 
24.49 m2 (263.6 FT2) 
8674 kg (19,122 LB) 
1231 kg (2714 LBI 
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c.:OMPONJ::N'r 'l'J::S'I'S AND RESUL'rS 
5.0 (;OMPONJ::N'I' 'J'ES'rS AND HJ::SUL'l'S 
Compon~nts of the QCGAT J::ngine that were tested as components 
inclllded the fan blades, low-pressure turbine blac., , fan gearbox 
and the mixer-compound exha:st nozzle. 
5.1 QCGAT Fan Blades 
'rhe QCGA'l' fan bladeo are mirror images of the AiResearch 
Model ATF3 turbofan engine blades. Vibration frequencies and mode 
shapes were measured and the frequencies for the first six QCGAT-
blade modes agreed wi th those of the ATF3 blades wi thin three 
percent. Whirlpit tests and strain-gaged engine tests on the ATF3 
for FAA certification have been able to verify ~y similarities that 
tne U~GA'r fan blades are tree from harmful vibrations in the 
engine operating range. 
~.l.l ~an Blade Test setup and Procedure. 
Vibration tests of the QCGAT fan blades included measuring 
vibration frequencies and mode shapes using holographic tech-
niques. Piezoelectr ic pickups were mounted on the blade at the 
leading-edge tip, root, dnd midspan. 'rhe driver was mounted at 
the base of the blade. The blades were maintained at room temper-
ature for all tests. 
5.1.2 Fan Blade Test Results 
A summary of the results and 
Model ATF3 blade is yiven in Table 5-1. 
is shown in rigure 5-1. 
5.1.3 Fan Blade Test Conclusions 
the comparisons to the 
A typical blade response 
The frequencies for the first six QCGAT vibration modes agree 
wi ~,h those for the Model A'rF3 blades wi thin three pen:~nt (see 
Table 5-1). There is also good agreement in mode shapes as shown 
in Figure 5-1. These results verify that the QCGAT fan blade has 
nearly identical vibrational characteristics to those of the 
Model ATF3 fan blade. 
Based on the strain levels observed during the preliminary 
tests on the Model ATF3 fan blades and the z~cumulated Model ATF3 
engine run time of over 1000 hours (including manned aircraft test 
flight hours), all evidence indicates that the blade stress levels 
are satisfactorily low throughout the engine operating range. The 
engine run time has included operation at altitude, with distorted 
inlet conditions, actual flight lime and routine endurance running 
to a simulated business-jet mission profile. 
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::-:inc(> t1H' (lL'l;A'I' Lln h1.ldcfi havp practicillly the ic.1(~ntic.Jl 
vibrationdl charact('riBtic~i when comp,)l"ed to the Model A'I'LI fan 
bLl(ip~;, therp i~; .J very hiqh conI idl'I1C(, level that thl' QCGA'l' fan 
blade'S are .:llno [re'e of any harmful vit.1r.:ltions in th(' ('n9in(' 
operating range. Based on this inform.:ltion, the fan bladN3 a1'p 
adequate for the QCGAT engin(' applications. 
r. ') ~) . "" LP Turbine Blades 
The QCGAT low-pressure turbine blades (LPT blades) were 
designed specific.:llly for the QCGAT application). N.:ltur.:ll fre-
quencies and mode shapes for the three stages were evaluated for 
bot!) restr.:lined .:lnd non-restr~ined tip-shroud boundary con-
ditions. Natural frequencies were determined by electronic com-
parison of blade displacement response and input drive. Measured 
frequencies were verified by time-average hologr.:lphic techniques 
in which mode shapes were photogl~phically recorded for comparison 
with those predicted by the design analysis. Estimates of blade 
frequencies at engine operating conditions were made based on tho 
frequencies ~,.e.:lsured and analytical corrections for temper.:ltul"e 
.:Ind rot.Jtion.:ll spe8d. 
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'I' lit ' r I':; 1I 1 l ! , ) I till' 1 t': j t i ; Ii rw d tip - ! ; II I () II d m (' ~HjLll I III ( , n t r; .:l r C' 
n'pt(·,:t'nLlt iv(' (1/ ttl" bl.tdp!; durinq I'nqin(' (lIH·rution. Contuct 
with ,ldjucl>nt hl.ltiP!i will occlIr ut low uppcd even with advC'lBC' 
blllC'-print toll·l.lncC' conditinnn. Estimat('(] trequenciN: baBC'd on 
thl~Sl"'l meaSUr0m('nt.~ indic.lte til(' ponsibility of interfcl('nc(' of thC' 
lower modes of tht' second und third stuget: with }ow-intl'yrul OIc1(>r 
('xcitationB. 
Th0 fixturing used in the testing provid0d re8traint to the 
blade attachment and permittcd 10straint of the blade at the tip-
shroud contact fJurtaCcti. '1'he pretwist of the blade, reSUlting 
from the shroud restraint, wan measured by a dial indicator at the 
pressure-side trailing-edge corner of the shroud. A holographic 
setup W.:lS used to .:lsuess mode shapes. 
Drive was supplied to the bl.:lde by a crynt.:ll gauge loated on 
the suction sid0 of the blade at approximately two-thirds span. 
Response of the blade was measured by an inductance (B(>ntley) 
prob0. The prolw was positioned on the suction side, trailing 
edge near mid Fjpan of the blade. A photograph of the typical 
restrained and non-restrained set-up for the blades is shown in 
Figure 5-2. 
The blade to be tested was installed in the test fixture witll 
only the attachment restrained. 'rhe crystal gauge was then ener-
gized and a scan of blade-displacement r0sponse from 100 to 
20,000 Hz made. The input voltage to the driver and the displace-
men t response, as measured by the Bent ly probe outpu t vol tage, 
were displayed on a dual-beam oscilloscope. Frequencies at which 
blade response peaked were noted. The response frequency was com-
pared to the input frequency to assure that the response was not ~ 
harmonic of the input. Holograms were then taken at the peak 
response frequencies. 
Restraint at the blade tip was 
twist ~ype load to the tip shroud. 
gram photography were then repeated. 
for oach of the three stages. 
5.2.2 LPT Blade Test Results 
tlien added by applying a pre-
The frequency span and holo-
This procedure was employed 
Two types of data were taken during the testing~ the response 
frequency dS indicated by blade-displacement response, and photo-
graphs of the holograms taken at those frequencies. 
'rhe frequencies measured during the testing were utilized 
with the analytic predictions to provid~ an improved assessment of 
the vibratory characteristic of these blades under engine 
operGting conditions. The measured mode shape, hologram, and the 
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FIXTURING WITHO ' SHROUD R STRAINT CRYS AL D IV R PLAC M NT 
FIXTURING WITH SHROUD RESTRAINT 
Figure 5-2 . QCGAT Blade Fixturing for Fr quency Testing 
(Second St ag LPT Blades) . 
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Figur 5-3 . CGAT Firs -S a e Turb i ne Blade S a ic 
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*aee rigure 3-20. 
.,.acription 
"l~th and Coannular Moille 
lellaouth and Mixer-Ca.pound IIOllle 
Plight-Siaulator Lip and Coannular 
lIO.ale 
Nacelle Lip and Coannular Noille 
Nacelle Lip and Mixer-Coapound 
IIOIa1e 
r1ight-Simulator Lip and Mixer-
COIIpou .. d Noaa1e 
rli9ht-Simu1ator Lip, Mixer-
Compound NOl11e .nd Acouatica1ly 
Treated Duet.. 
Performance calibration 2, u.ing the mix.r-compound nOllle, 
re.ult.d in •• ignificant inere.s. in .irflow and thrust .t a con-
.tant N1 • The mixer-compound nOllle hal a byp ••• stream .rea that i. effe~tively much l.rger than the co.nnular nOllle. This pro-
vide. a rematch of the fan to • higher efficiency and flow. The 
core .tre .. are. i. effectively *m.ller th.n the coannu1ar no •• le 
.nd cau.e. a high.r LP turbine discharg. pr ••• ur.. Th •• ngine hal 
a high.r SP turbine di.charge temperature b.c.u •• of the increa.ed 
total .irflow r.quiring more power from the LP turb.n.. The 
incr.a •• d pow.r w.. .uppli.d by incr ••• ing the turbin.-inl.t tem-
p.r.ture which r •• ult. in • high.t' Nand P • Th. increa •• d 
thru.t r.ault.d principally from the lncr •••• 83airflow, with the 
incr •••• d cor •• tr ... t.mp.ratur. and nOlll. thru.t .ffici.ncy 
accounting for the remaind.r. The improved performance achiev.d 
with the mix.r-compound nozzle is shown on the comp.ri.on of c.li-
brationa 1 and 2 in Figure 7-4~ 
Performance calibration 3 utilized the flight simulator lip 
with the coannular nozzle. ~he internal engine paramet.ra 
r.mained virtually unchanged from performance calibration 1, with 
the exc.ption of fuel flow and SP turbine discharge temp.rature. 
Both the fuel flow and HP turbine discharge temperature were up 
al.ightly but the LP turbine discharge temperature rem.ined 
unchanged indicating a slight increa~e in LP turbine work output. 
The increaaed LP turbine work was neceaaary becauae of an app.rent 
small increase in total flow as ev idenced by the increase in 
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'.rfor .. no. c.libr.tion • u.ed th. nacell.-lip inl.t with the 
ooannul.r noall... th. .nlin. par_t.r. beh ••• d in • unn.r 
.i.il.r to o.libr.tion 3 .ltboulh the aatnltude. weI'. .lilbtly 
1.1".1'. AI.in, fu.l flow aft4 .. turbine di.ah.r,. taper.tur. 
weI'. up whil. LP turbine di.oh.rtl te.per.tur. r ... ined tbe ..... 
Thru.t w.. inor •••• d, indio.ting .n inor.... in tot.l flow. fbi. 
would .ccount for the inor ••• ed LP turbine work. 
'.r1.or .. no. c.libr.tion 5 u.ed the n.c.ll.-lip inl.t with the 
aixer-co.pound noaal.. 'he .ntine par for_no. w ••• iail.r to per-
forunc. c.libr.tion 2, whicb .l.ohed the aix.r··OOIIPOund noaal •• 
Tbe n.c.ll. lip b.d tb ...... ffeot with aix.r-oa.pound ROllle •• 
it h.d with the oo.nnul.r noall ••• 
'.rforaanc. c.libr.tion • u •• d tb. fligbt-.iaul.tor inl.t 
with tl1. aixer-cQllPOund nOial.. Th •• ngin. beh.vior w ••• iai1iar 
to perfora.nc. c.libr.tion 2 and tb. fligbt-.iaulator lip b.d the 
..... ff.ct with the aixer-cOlaPOund noalle •• it b.d with the 
co.nnul.r nolll ••• 
'.rfor •• nc. o.libr.tion 7 w •• run u.ing the flight .iMulator 
lip inl.t, the aix.r-coapound nOlll., .nd full acou.tio tr.ataent 
in tb. byp... duct. Tb. .cou.tic tre.taent h.d little .ffeot on 
the p.rforaance of the engine r.lativ. to l.rfOtMance c.li-
bration 6. C.libr.tion 6 h.d an id.ntic.l con iguration without 
.cou.tic treatm.nt. Thru.t, fuel flow, UP turbine di.ch.rge te.-
p.ratur. .nd bypa •• -.tr ... nOlll. inl.t pr ••• ure w.r. all r.duc.d 
.lightly while bypa ••• tr ... t •• p.ratur. wa. incr •••• d r.lativ. to 
calibration 6. Tb. r.duc.d byp •••• tr ... pr ••• ur. indlc.t •• tb.t 
tb. byp ••• airflow ha. b •• n r.duc.d .ligbtly and this i •• upport.d 
by the r.duc.d thru.t .nd fu.l flow. Tb. r.duc.d .irflow i • 
• ppar.ntly attribut.bl. to an incr •••• d pr ••• ure drop in tb. 
bypa.. .tr .... 
7.1.6 'e,formance Comp.ri.on. to the frete.t Miael 
A compari.on of the QCGAT eng in. pre-endurance calibration 
witb the prete.t mod.l, including coannul.r nOllle., i •• hown in 
~t:~~r!;!~ .:::: •• ;;4i:~c:.~·.0~~tl.t~~~::~.:~r:t~:, t:~7~0:.tt-.7' r::~ 
i!:~y.r:w~~e~he a~:taTt'R~. Ttb7a't ift.7'fa:n~S Pidwe~r~n d!;~~~r::~y 
than wa. predicted by the prete.t analytical model and lower than 
predicted in airflow at maximum power. ~he discrepancy in airflow 
is about 0.5 percent low at maximum power and chang •• to a higher 
value of 3.9 percent aa .peed la decre •• ed to 17,000 rpm. 
The airflOW vel' SUI speed diacrepancy of the fan ln the model 
is tbe primary reason for the increallng differencel between the 
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.,.,le 7-4 alao prow idea a CIOMPIIr 110ft of th. pr.te.t QCGAIf 
e",ine with the ai •• r-co.pound noaale. fbi. oo.pari.on abow. that 
tb • .ad.l doe. not OOII.,.re witb tb. ai •• r-..pound noaale .. 
fa.orably .. it did witb tbe ooannular noaal.a. !be di ... r .... nt 
between tb. lIOCIel and the e",i... ia the diff.r.nc. in the pr.-
dieted fan perforaance w.r.ua .ctual fan perforunee. !fbe pr.-
dicted fan aap, in addition to b .. i", bigb.r .ffici.nai •• , ia alao 
in error in the aba,. and apaci", of the .peed linea. fte incor-
rect .ba,.. of tb. .peed line. pr ••• nt tb. .ad.l fra. predicting 
tbe correct re.atcb that occur. wh.n tbe .i.er-coapound nolll •• 
ar. inatalled. 
Analyaia of internal .ngine in.trUMntation indicat.. that 
the level. of effici.ncy of the L' cOMPre •• or and L. turbine in 
the .odel are only .lightly in error. 'lb •• bape', ar. correct and 
the efficiency .rror. off.et each other, but til. IIOdel LP COll-
pre •• or eff iciency i. low and the aDdel L' turbine i. .li9htly 
high. The S, coapre •• or and the S, turbine in the .odel ar. cor-
rect. The principle factor in the cOlipari.on of the .odel to te.t 
data i. the incorrectly e.ti.ated fan up. 'fbi. up waa prepared 
froa early ATr, fan-coaponent data. The.ap wa •• ub.equently cor-
rect.d ba.ed on More recent rig te.t. for the AU3 fan config-
uration •• 
7.1.7 'IE,oE''"C, COIRlEi.on. to COOtEtct GQlla 
,r •• ented in Table 7-5 i. a Co.r:ri.on of the engine with the 
contract performance goal.. coapar.on of the perforManae aDdel 
at the goal condition. with the engine te.t data .how. that the 
engine fan i. down in efficiency and that the envine coannular 
nOllle. al.o are down in thru.t coefficient by l-percent. Th •• e 
difference. account for the fuel flow ('1'8fC) di.crepancy with the 
coannular nOllle. Coapari.on of the perfor,ance lIOdel .t the 9011 
condition. to the engine te.t data for the ai.er-oa.pound nOllle 
configuration .how. that a .ignificant re'atch occurred on the 
fan, moving it toward. peak efficiency. The goal analytical MOdel 
.howed virtually no re.atch on the fan, therefore, the engine fan 
performance 'although down in efficiency) i. not reduced •• Much 
rel.tive \.0 the goal with the Mi.er-coapoun4 nOllle ••• it wa. 
with coannular nOI.le.. In addition, the mi.er-compound no.ale. 
achieved a I-percent better thru.t ::oefficient than had be.n pre-
dicted, and thi., combined with the fan re.atch, account. for the 
i.prove.ent in the engine Tsrc relative to the coannular nOla'.e. 
When extrapolated to the de.ign-point crui.e, the combined effect. 
on the fan reduce the Tsrc .ignificantly and re.ult. in .. eting 
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UNIN8TALLID* 17,513 17,513 0 0.042e 0.045' +7.7 (3'37) (3'37) (0.418) (0.450) 
IN8TALLBD** 17,313 17,313 0 0.0431 0.0437 +1.4 (38'2) (38'2) (0.423) (0.42') 
PUIGN CIUI •• 
12,1'2 M (40,000 PT.) ALTITUOB 0.3M 
UNIN8TALLlD* 3,'55 3,'55 0 0.0775 0.07'7 +2.8 (889) (889) (0.7eO) (0.782) 
I NSTALLID * * 4017 4017 0 0.0759 0.0755 -0.1 (903) (903) (0.744) (0.741) 
*a.f.r.nc. a.llmouth, H.rdw.ll bypal. duct, 
a.f.r.nc. Co.n~ul.r NOI11 •• 
**Ground T •• t Nace11. with Nacelle Lip, 
Acou.tic Tre.taent .nd Mix.r NOllle. 
7.2 ""'i9n, 'tr'9~!lD9t 
7.2.1 snqint Bxh.ult lIi •• ion Go.1. 
Th. emi •• ion. goal. for the QCGAT engine .re identic.1 to the 
propo •• d 1979 BPA .t.nd.rd. for T1 C1 •••• ng ine.. Th •••• tand.rdl 
have .inc. b •• n .b.ndon.d by BPA. ror g •• eoul .mi.lionl, the 
.tand.rd. .r. .xpr •••• d in t.rm. of the SPA P.r.meter (IPAP) for 
.ach of the thr •• po1lut.nt.. To d.t.rmin. the IPAPI, •• illionl 
m ••• urement. w.r. m.d. at four pow.r .ettingl (100-percent r.t.d 
power, 90 p.rc.nt, 30 p.rcent and tax i- idle). At eacb of the four 
power •• tting!, the emi •• ion rate (pound of pollutant per hour) 
for each pollutant i. determined .nd multiplied by a ti.e 
weighting factor, then divid.d by a work output t.r. which 
involve. the engine thru.t for th.t Ipecific power letting. The 
four term., one for each power letting, are then added together to 
arrive at the SPAP. Th. time weighting factor u •• d in the calcu-
lation i. a function of an engine operation cycle e.t~blilhed by 
the EPA a. being the typical time .pent in each operating mode for 












Porth. QCGA'f En9ine, thi. 'fl C1... cycl. i. defined in 
'f.bl. '-I. 
'fULl '-1. ItAl 'f1 CLUI CYCLI , 
, Rated 'I'i .. 
Mod. Poftr Minute. 
T.xi-out T.xi-Id1. 1'.0 
T.keoff 100 0.5 
C1i.bout .0 2.5 
Appro.ch 30 4.5 
T.xi-In T.xi-Id1e '.0 
Th. aaok. .tand.rd i. ..tabll.h.d a. a function of r.t.d 
en9in. power .nd r.pr ••• nt., .ppro.i •• t.1y, tb. thr •• bold for 
vi.lbl. .-ok. fra. an .n9in. ..b.u.t. Th. .tandard i. ..pr •••• d 
a. IaOk. N~~.r ('N). Thi. va1u. i •• function of tb. aaount of 
li9bt r.f:.ot.d frOM • ..apl. of particu1.te co11.ct.d on • pi.c. 
of fi1t.r p.p.r tb.t b •• b •• n .xpo •• d to tb •• ngin ••• h.u.t. .,be 
hi9her th" 'N, the 9r •• ter the aaount of p.rticul.t., and b.nce, 
the 9reat.r the • .ak. vi.i~ility. Iaok ••••• ur ••• nt •• 1' ••• d. at 
the •••• four pow.r .ettin9' ., the 9a •• ou. ..i •• ion t •• t. .,b. 
hi9h •• t 8N of the foul' pow.r •• ttint. i. oon.id.red the aaok. 
nuab.r for the .n9ine. 
The IPA pollut.nt .t.nd.rd. for Tl Cl... .n9ine., and .1.0 
the pr09r .. 90.1. for the OCQAT In9ine .1'. li.t.d in T.b1. ,-,. 
TAIL!: '-7. IPA POLLUTUT STANDARDS 
Rollut.nt 
Unburned Hydroc.rbon (HC) 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
















7.2.2 QilRY',gE LintE JI.t CgnCi'yrat'lD 
!b. oo.bU.tOE lin.r u.ed in tb. QCGA~ .n,ine wa. a .odifi.d 
v ..... ion of 'art 3072'74, i.,roved dur_ility burn.r, wbiob WI. 
placid in produotion for tbe ~'.7Jl-3 produc~ion durin, tb. flr.t 
part of 1.7.. 'lb. QCGA~ OOIIbu.tor, P.rt 1".1234342, bad • row ot 
or if ic.. added to tbe dOM for l;U. purpo.~ of .... reductio". 
~b. fuel noslle. were produotion "M'l31·3 du.l orifio •••• .-bll •• , 
P.rt 3071101-14. 
Wb.n , •• eou. ..i •• lon. were being • .-.pl.d .t tlli-idl., tb • 
•• cond.ry .id. of tb. fu.l-flow divid.r w •• oapped .nd .n .lr lin. 
w.. conn.cted to tb. .econd.ry fu.l aanifold. fbi. .ir line .up-
pli.d bitb-pr ••• ur. air to tbe nosll. tipa to .id in tb. .toai-
I.tion proc.... Tb •• ir w ••• upplied C ... o. • l.bor.tory oo.pr •• aed 
.ir lOuro. witb a .upply pr ••• ure oC 2.068 k,,(300 pli,). ACt.r 
p ••• ing tbrougb a 20-.ioron filt.r, tb. l.bor.tory OOMpr ••• ed .ir 
w.. b •• t.d by .n .l.ctrio b •• t .Iob.ng.r to betwe.n 3.. .nd 4221 (200· .nd 300·') .nd p •••• d tbrou,b .n .ir-Clow .... urin' •• ction. 
~bi. w.. to .i.ul.t. .n .ir ••• i.t .y.t •• wb.r. tb. diacb.r,e t .. -
per.tur. fra. tb. h •• t oC co.pr ••• ion for tbe ••• i.t .lr would be 
.i.~l.r t~ .ir .xtr.ct.d Cra. tb. boo.t oa.pr ••• or. At .11 otb.r 
pow.r •• tting. .nd for ..ok ..... ur.~nt t •• t., tb. flow divid.r i 
w •• r.conn.ct.d to tb ••• cond.ry oircuit .nd tb •• ir ••• i.t .y.t.. i 
w •• not u •• d. 'or tb ••• i •• ion •••• ur ... nt t •• t., tb •• ngine w.. t 
equipp.d witb • coannul.r-.xh.u.t nOille. , 
7.2.3 lIi.,ion. T,~~t 8I.ylt, 
'lh. ..i •• ion. te.t. were run during C.libr.tion 1 (Po.t 
Induranc. C.libr.tion) ~~d w.. pr."iou,ly dilCu ••• d in 
S.ction 6.0, P.r.gr.pb 6.3. Tbo SPAI •• nd the aMOk. nUMber Cor 
tb. QCGAT .ngin • • t. li.t.d in T.bl. 7-8 with tb. plogr .. go.l •• 
TABLa} 7-8. QCGA'l' B"\P, YD SMOla NUMB. VALua. 
QCGA~ Progt. 
'ollut.nt SPAtS Go.l. 
-
BC 0.726 0.726 
kg/4448 N (1.6' (1.6) 
CO 
Tbru.t-hl cycl. (lb/1000 Ib 3.36 4.26 
'l'hru.t-hr/cycl. (8.0) (9.4' 
NOx 2.09 1.68 (4.6) (3.7) 




In ord.r ~ ... t tb. He and CO toel.f air-a •• i.t at an inl.t 
pr ••• ur. of 124 k.a (105 Plid) at tbe t .. ,-id1. power •• ttin, wa. 
u.ecI. LOWer air-••• i.t pr ••• ur. would ba •• r •• u1ted in bi,b.r 
.ai •• ion i~' ••• a1u •• (II, ,/kg fu.l, for botb Ie and CO. 7bi. 
r.1ation.bip wa. pr.viou.lr .bOwn in Pigur •• 6-2 and 6-3. lino. 
IIOr. tban '0 ~ro.nt of tb. IIC and CO UAP •• alu •• ar. contribut.d 
br tb. ta.i-id1. t.r •• , .. all obang.. in 8C and CO .. i •• ion index 
valu •• at tbat ~r •• tting r •• ult in .ignifioant obang •• in tb. 
ov.rA11 "AP •• or tb. two pollutant.. 7e.t data and corr.oted II 
va1u •• ar. .bown in 7ab1. 7-'. 
7A1W 7-t. QCMT .. I •• ICII IIDIC ... 
Hell COil 10111 
gD22EEI2~IQ 101'8. !I'Y.I iSlLllla * 
Tak.off 0.18 2.2 1'.' 
'lIOk. 
lUllber 





Approach 1.64 12.5 ,., 
Taxi-Idle 5.00 22.0 3.1 
90rr.ct.d ~nqin. V.ly •• fOE Mod.l rrt.lur. and TI'R.rtivE. 
't.k.off 0.18 2.2 17.0 41 
Cli.bout 0.14 2.3 14.2 42 
Approach 1.70 13.0 6.3 28 
Taxi-Id1 .. 5.62 24.7 2.g 10 
- -
*M ••• ured at tb. Mod.l flA 
•• tting •• 
ratio. for the individual pow.r 
7.2.4 lIi •• i2D' TI.t conc1y.ionl 




Th •• ngin ••• t tb. progr .. goal. for He and CO witb the 
u •• of air a •• i.t at taxi-id1 •• 
Th.r. wa. a .ignificant r.duction in the .ngln. NO 
1.v.l ov.r tb. prod~ction '1'1.731-3, but it did not ••• t 
the progr .. 90al~ 
Th. ..ok. numb.r of 42 i. in .xc... of tb. progr.. goal 
of 38, bow.v.r, the .ngin. wa. vi.ual1r judg.d to b • 
•• ok.l •••• 
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7.3 6aqy •• ,q Cb,rI9 •• r, •• i9. 
fb. aoou.cia cIt.iln .fforc for cb. QCGA'l' .nlin./nao.11 • 
• y.c .. dir.aced noi •• r.duocion tlObno1ogr coward ainial.lint nol. •• 
I.Dlration at th. .000rOl, and aa.lal.linl th. att.nuation IObl..y.d 
throulh ~udiaiou. app11.0ation of nao.11 •• cou.tio tr.a~nc in Ch. 
fan in1.t and •• hauat duot.. fbI aooultl.oa1 duoc 1in.r oonfl.lura-
tiona wor. d •• igned to ba1ano. the not ••• uppr •• aion at cakeoff, 
.id.l1n., and approaob oondl. tiona. '1'hia provl.d.. chI broad •• t 
po.al.b1. act.nuation bandwidtb wl.thout .aorifioing lilnifioant 
att.nuation froa optiaua at any of the thr •• operating condition •• 
th. ..jor aoouatio f.atur.. of th. QCGAT .nlin. ar. il1u.-
trat.d in ,1gur. 7-5. Noi.. r.duction t.chnology wa. app1i.d to 
thr .... jor not •• ~ourc... fan, j.t, and cor.. '1h. fan-noi~ • 
• 000rOl r.duotion featur.. includ" .1iaination of in1.t 1,,1." .. 
yan •• , .,inl1.-.tag. fan, low fan-tip 'Ced, lOt." pr ••• ur. ratio, 
larg. fan rotor-atator .pacing, and opt au. r.an-ol.d./.tator-yan. 
nuablr ratio. fbI :;.t-noi •• r.duction f.ature. inal.\ld. low j.t-
•• nau.t y.1ocity, and a aix.r-cOMpound .xh.u.t syat.a. Cor. not •• 
i. atntala.d br the u •• of a r.v.r •• -f~ow ~nnular cOMbu.tor, and a 
highly loaded thr •• -.tagt.i 1.o~'-pTf. ... ur( turbin •• 
Pigur. 7-5. Acou.tical Peature. of the QCGAT Engin./Nacelle. 
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7.3.1 lte,ll, Acoy.t&g 'r.I".n\ p •• iln 
Th. nlc,ll, acou.tic tr.at.,nt d.aign I.ltct,d for th' QCGAT 
,ngin. conlilted of a lingle-cavity IYlt .. ulld in •• ri •• , with 
diff.r,nt cavj ty d.pthl in the axial dir.ction and .quival,nt 
d.pth. on oppe.tng walll, wh.r. pos.ibl,. lecaul. of ita .truc-
tural rugg.dn ••• , low.r co.t, and prov.n acou.tical perfor.anc. in 
the above configuration, a perforat.d-plat., broadband-r •• onator 
wa. con.truct.d fra. alu.inua perforat.d .h •• t, bond.d to 3/e-inch 
c.ll Ilu.inu. hon.yca.b backing. 
Th. Icou.tic lin.r in.tallation. ar. .hown .ch •• atica11y in 
Pigur. 7-6. Th. d •• ign par ... t.rl of the tht~. inl.t •• ction. and 
the thr.o Ixhau.t .eetion. ar. giv.n in Tab1. 7-10. Th. in1.t 
wall tr.atm.nt ha. a l.ngth .qual to 0.85 •• an inl.t diaM.t.r., 
and wa. tun.d to provide pri.ary .uppr ••• ion at the PAR Part 36 
.id.lin. condition. Th. fan di.charg. duct wall tr.at •• nt ha. an 
.ffeetiv. l.ngth .qual to 5.4 tim •• the av,rag. duct h.ight and i. 
tun.d to provide balanc.d att.nuation b.tw •• n the PAR Part 3ti 
.1d.lin. and approach condition •• 
I 
I 
Pinal optimization of the .ngin. and nacft~.l •• xhau.t liner 
d •• i9n wa. compl.t.d u.ing a comput.r program ba •• d on axi.ya-
m.tric mod. th.ory of Minner and Ric. (R.f.r.nc.l). Th. cavity 
d.pths and fac •• he.t op.n ar... r.quir.d to achiev. optimWft 1 
att.nuation w.r. comput.d. A .u.ary of the .xhau.t liner d •• i9n :"',, 
m.thodology i •• hown in Pigure 7-7. " 
Th. design procedure for the inl.t nacelle lin.r. wa' based 1 
upon the r.c.nt multimadal analy.i. d.velop.d by Ric. (Ref.r- i 
.nc •• 2 through 5). A simplified gen.ral d •• cription of the opti- 1 
mi.ation procf'Qur. i. shown in 1"igur. 7-8. Th. optimization 
criteria was d.t.rmined by comparing the lin.r impedance map and 
the optimum impedance map as illustrated schematically in 
1"igur. 7-9. By aelecting a liner-cavity depth and face-ah.et open 
are. so tltat the liner impedance ia in a r.gion where a large 
number of mod.s cluater, a broad acou.tic power attenuation ahould 
be obta.Llled. A map for each liner section for modes having cut-
off ratioa of 1 to 4 with one-third octave center frequencies of 
1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, and 5000 Hz waa constructed. A typical 
map ia shown in Figure 7-10. Th. inlet lin.rs w.r. tuned for 
modes with moderate to small cut-off ratios that radiate energy at 
larger angles from the inlet axia in order to minimize the side-
line noise radiation. 
7.3.2 Engin. Noiae Tests 
The QCGAT engine was installed at the San Tan Test Facility 
for acoustical measurements. Noise data at the specified engine 
load conditons were taken to determine the untreated engine noise 
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Figure 7-9. Optimum Impedance. 
and to determine the effect of the mixer-compound noaale on the 
treated engine signature. The data from this te.t .erie. w •• u.ed 
to determine the minimum attenuation configuration required to 
meet QCGAT noise goal., and to determine the .tatic noi.e level. 
for u.e in predicting flyover noise levels. 
Figure 7-11 shows the in.tallation of the QCGAT engine with 
the 16 microphone positions utilized for the engine far-field 
noise directivity measurements. A schematic of the noi.e te.t 
setup is shown in Pigure 7-12. 
In addition to the 16 far field microphone location., .ix 
internal noise measurements were made on selected engine test con-
figurations. The internal noise measurement. were conducted u.ing 
three 0.317S-cm (lIS-inch) condenser microphone. and three 
0.635-cm (1/4-inch) condenser microphone infinite-tube system •• 
The locations of the internal acou.tic probes are given in 
Table 7-11. 
The acoustic data were recorded on two fourteen-channel 
analog tape recorders providing twenty-eight channels of data plus 
a voice track. The six internal microphone outputs were split and 
recorded on both tape recorders. 
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Single-Mode Analy.i., Section S Inlet Nacelle, 
Takeoff Static Condition1. 
Pr ior to acouatic te.ting, all microphone. were calibrated 
according to ANSI SI-11-1971. aefore each test .equence, a pilton 
phone calibration of each microphone was recorded, a. well a. a 
mea.urement of the ambient noise level with the engine Ihut down. 
Individual mealurementl of ambient temperature, relative 
humidity, wind velocity and direction were made immediately prior 
to telting, or at least each 1/2 hour, whichever was les.. All 
te.t. were co~ducted within the specified limit. of. wind speed 
no more than 9.66 km/hr (6 miles/hour), relative humidity no le.s 
than 10 percent or more than 90 percent, and ambient temperature 
no less than S· or more than 30·C (41·' or more than 86·'). 
The far-field acoustic data for all seven configurations 
listed in Table 7-12 were taken with the SilK 4133 microphones 
mounted for normal incidence of the direct sound field at a height 
of 1.52 meters (five feet) above the ground. The first configura-
tion tested, Configuration 2, was run at takeoff and approach 
power settings and acoustic data recorded at three individual 
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0.175 ~.d , 
I 0.349 ~.d 
0.173 ~.d (50°) 
1.047 ~.d (600) 
1.396 ~.d 
1.571 nd 
2.094 ~.d (120°) 
2 •• 69 ~.d (13 
2.443 ~.d (140°) 
2.618 r.d (150°) 
Pigure 7-12. QOGAT Noi.e Te.t Setup at San Tan. 
microphone beight.. 1.52 meter., 0.762 .eter., and ground level -
10.16 cm (5-feet, 2.5 feet, and ground level - 4 incbe.). Tbi. 
data we. u.ed to determine a ground reflection correction wbicb 
was applied to the 1.52-meter (5-foot) micropbone data taken for 
all configuration •• 
A 3.66-meter by 3.66-meter (12-foot by l2-foot) movable noi.e 
.bield (barrier) wa. utilized for Configuration. 1 and 5 to aid in 
i.olating tbe inlet (forward) and exhau.t (aft) radiated noi.e 
.ource.. Por the.e configuration. a tbree-fold te.t wa. con-
ducted, with the barrier shielding tbe inlet, witb tbe barrier 
sbielding tbe exhau.t, and without tbe barrier. (See rig-
ute 7-13.) 
A Bcbematic of the seven test configuration., .bowing the 
varioul combination. of acou.tic treatment., exbau.t nozzle., and 
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Figure 7-11. QCGAT Engine Installed at San 
Test Microphones and Engin 
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1 Microphone, B&K4133 
Free field 2 Microphone O.3175-cm (lIS-in.) condenser 
Fan inlet 3 Microphone, O.3175-cm (1/8-in ) 
condenser Exhaust nozzle 4 Microphone, O.635-cm (1/4-in.) condenser LP turbine rear infinite tube 
bearing support 5 Microphone, O.635-cm (1/4-in.) 
condenser Exhaust nozzle infinite tube 
6 Temperature, dry bulb 
Ambient 7 Temperature, wet bulb 
Ambient 8 Wind velocity and direction 
Ambient 9 Pistonphone 
Microphone 
calibration 












TABLE 7-12. ACOUSTIC CALIBRATIONS AND ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS. 
Acoustic Acoustic Engine 
Calibration Configuration Configuration 
No. No. No. Dellcr ipti'Jn 
1 1 IV Flight Simulator Lip, 
Mixer-Compound Nozzle, 
Full Acoustic Treatment 
2 2 II Flight Simulator Lip 
Coannular Nozzle, Full 
Acoustic Tr~atment 
(except for hard aft 
panel) 
3 3 IV Flight Simulator Lip, 
Mixer-Compound Nozzle 
Hardwall Outer Aft 
Panel 
I 4 4 IV Flight Simulator Lip, 
Mixer-Compound Nozzle, j 
Hardwall Outer, Inner 
I Aft Panel, Bypass Duct, Inlet Duct Panel 
5 5 IV Flight Simulator Lip, I Mixer-Compound Nozzle, Full Hardwall Nacelle 
-- I 
6 6 V Nacelle Lip, Mixer-
Compound Nozzle, Full 
Hardwall Nacelle , 
I 
7 7 II Flight Simulator Lip, 
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inlet lips is shown in Figure 7-14. A .eri •• of t •• t point. were 
designed to provide: core-noi.e definition (point. 1, 2 and 3), 
FAR Part 36 simulated noi.e-certification condition. of approach, 
cutback, and takeoff (point. 5, 7, and 8). and inter.ediate power 
point. (point. 4, and 6). Simultaneous two-minute recording. of 
internal-probe data and far-field microphone. were made for Con-
figuration. 1 and 5. Copies of the.e tape. were sent to NASA-
Lewis for cros.-correlation analy.i. to .ep.rote core and jet 
noise source •• 
The acoustic data for each test configuration were analyzed 
using the in.trumentation system shown in Pi9ure 7-15. The 
resultant one-third octave sound pre.sure level .pectra were 
transmitted to the CYBER 174 computer to be corrected for atmo-
spher ic absorption and ground reflection. This automated data 
analysis system\ is outlined in Figure 7-16. 
7.3.3 Ground-Reflection Analysis 
To correct the measured acou.tlc data to free-field condi-
t~ons, the contribution of the acoustic ground-reflection wave 
must be removed from the measured value. A major factor in the 
anal1tical determination of the ground-reflection contribution is 
the acoustic lmpedance of the ground (eoil) boundary. The type of 
desert soil at the San Tan test site consists of a random combi-
nation of h.'lrd-packed clay, sand, and decomposed grani te part-
icles. No known datu exists on the impedance of this type of soil. 
Thus, it was decided to estimate the impedance of the San Tan soil 
boundary by recording the QCGAT acoustic data at three pre-
selected microphone heights: 1.52m, 0.76m and 10.16cm (5 ft., 
2.5 ft, and 0.33 ft.) for certain operating conditions and corre-
lating the data to obtain a reasonable prediction for the surface 
impedance. 
The terrain around San Tan Cell No. 5 slopes downward from 
the engine pad so that the ground locations upon which the micro-
phones were placed are at an average elevation of l.ll meters (3. 7-ft.) below that of the engine pad. Although QCGAT engine 
centerline was 2.29 meters (7.S-ft.) above the pad, the difference 
in elevation placed it an average of l.41 meters (11.2-ft.) above 
the ground at the microphone locations. 
The ground reflection geometry model used in the analysis is 
shown in Figure 7-17. For the dictances associated with the QCGAT 
tests, the angle ~ is sufficiently small (0.1148 to 0.1606 
radians) that near-grazing incidence should be assumed. At these 
conditions, and assuming the ground to be locally reacting, the 
velocity potential at the microphones can be given as: 
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1 BASIC ENGINE CONFIGURATION 
2 FLIGHT SIMULATOR OR IlilACELU UP 
ATTENUATED PANEU 
3 FIRST INUT PANEL 
CALIBRATION 5 4 SECOND INUT PANEL 
CONFIGURATION IV 5 FAN DUCT PAllEL 
• BYPASS DUCT PANEL 
7 INlIER-AFT PANEL 
• OUTER-AFT PANEL 
• .XER~ IW»ZZU 
• 
CAl.RATION 6 
COIIFIGUllAna. V CONFIGURATION II _ FLIGHT ~TOR .... 
COAMIulAlllW»ZZU 
CONFIGURATION.V - FlIGHT ~TOR .... 
• XER~ IIIOZZU 
CONFIGURATION V - NACELU ..... XER~ 
IW»ZZU 
Figure 7-14. OOGAT Acoustic Test Configurations. 
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Figure 7-15. Acoustic Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Software Systea • 
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Figure 7-17. Ground Reflection Correction Model. 
The plane wave reflection coefficient, Rp' is defined as: 
sin~ - Zl/Z2 
Rp a sln~ + Zl!Zi 
and the impedances are: 
Z1 a PoCo for air I and 
Z2 = R + iX for the ground. 
RECEIVER 
The boundary-loss factor, F, is a part of the ground wave repre-
sentation and is a complex function of a complex argument, w, 
i. e. : 
-w 00 
F(w) = 1 + 2 i w e f 
-iJW 
For the locally re.Jcti ng case, w, the "numer ical distance" is 
assumed to be: 
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ikR2 (Zl/Z2 + sin~)2 
~ (1+Zl/Z2 sin~) 
the source strength of the image, or reflected wave, is: 
o = Rp + F (l-Rp) 
The velocity potential can be approximated by: 
ikRl R 
'" ~ e (l + R 1 0 e i k6R J 
Rl 2 
Thus, setting 0 :. /o/e i8 , the excess attenuation due to ground 
reflection, in one-third octave bands, is: 
2 
where: 
2 1/2 l] = 2 17'1 + (6f./2f.) 1 1 
j.l = 217'6f./2f. 1 1 
~i = c/f. 1 
fi = center frequency of ith 1/3-octave band 
6f. = frequency range of ith 1/3-octave band 
1 
R' = R2/Rl 
The above methodology for predicting the excess attenuation 
of ground reflections is contained in an AiResearch computer pro-
gram and was used to establish the average ground impedance at San 
Tan and the ground-reflection corrections to be applied to the 
measured data. References 6 through 13 were reviewed extensively 
in the preparation of this methodology. 
The impedance correlation procedure used is outlined as 
follows: 
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1. Measured data for test CF208 at all three microphone 
heights and all 16 array angles were used to obtain 




2. From previously published data, an initial normalized 









The excess attenuation, A, was 
microphone height and corfected 
were determined. 




A 3-way difference scheme was used 
d i f ferp.nces between the 3 cor rected 
l/l-octave band. 
to calculate the 
spectra at each 
Iterations were performed on the values of Rh) c and 
xlpc until all differences approached zero (steps 3 
and 4, above). The convergence cr iter ia was based 
upon the values of average differences at each Ill-octave 
band. When rc..!asonablo values of impedance failed 
to provide convergence at a l/3-octave band, the two 
microphone heights furthest away from a null frequency 
were used and convergence was then obtained. 
Inasmuch as the convergence cr iter ia was based only 
upon average differences, observations of individual 
differences were then made, and minor adjustments 
to the normalized impedance were performed to estab-
lish the final impedance values given in Figure 7-18. 
Excess attenuation Ill-octave oand spectra were com-
puted for the 3 microphone heights, based upon the 
final ground impedance estimates. See Figure 7-19. 
These A spectra then were applied to the CF208 mea-
sured dlta for all 3 microphone heights and comparison 
plots were prepared at representative array angles, 
as shown in Figures 7-20 through 7-23. 
Acoustic measurements were also made at the 3 micro-
phone heights for another QCGAT operating condition, 
CF205. To check the relative validity of the ground 
reflection correction procedure, the Ae spectra were 
applied to the CF20S data and comparison plots of 
the corrected data again were made. The correlation 
of the CF205 corrected data was shown to be consistent 
with that of the CF208 corrected data. 
The ground correction procedure was used to correct all 
of the data taken with the microphones located 1.52m (5 ft.) 
above the ground. Figures 7-24 through 7-31 are plots of the 
raw and corrected spectra for acoustic configuration 5, (hardwall 
mixer configuration) at takeoff and approach cond.\ tions at the 
0.873-, 1.571-, 2.269-, and 2.6l8-radian (50-, 90-, 120-, and 
ISO-degree) far-field locations. 
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Figure 7-19. Ground Reflection Excess Attenuation, Ae. 
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Figure 7-20. Measured Data Acoustic Configuration No.2, 0.873 
Radian (50-Degree) Position. 
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Figure 7-22. Measured Data, Acoustic Configuration No.2, 2.618 
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Because of the relative nonuniformity of the ground condi-
tions at the San Tan QCGAT test si te, it is highly probable 
that the actual ground impedance waa different at each micro-
phone location. Improved ground reflection correction spectra 
might have been obtained by determining a separate ground impe-
dance at each microphone location. However, this would entail 
the use of a large amount of addi tional test data and appeared 
to be beyond the scope of the work statement. It was also felt 
that the overall benefits of establishing individual impedance 
models at each microphone location would be minimal when pro-jected to flyover conditions. 
It is recommended, however, that statistical methods be 
applied to any future determination of ground impedance when 
the acoustic data has been obtained over nonuniform ground condi-
tions. 
7.3.4 Noise Source Correlations 
A primary objective of the QCGAT acoustic program is to 
determine flyover noise levels based on static engine data, 
and to demonstrate that these noise levels meet the program 
goals that have been set well bplow current technology aircraft 
levels. To accomplish the above objectives, a methodology was 
der ived to: predict major component noise sources; adjust the 
individual sources based on static data; and project these sources 
to the flight condition. 
The analytical tools used by AiResearch to predict the 
OCGAT noise sources are presented in Table 7-13. The prediction 
procedures for fan noise, core noise, and jet noise are based upon theNASA 
ANOPP recommended procedures, with emrirical modifications based 
upon TFE731 acoustic data. The turbine noise is predicted using a method 
developed by General Electric. 
A comparison of predicted noise sources based upon these pre-
diction procedures and measured data is shown in Figure 7-32. The 
fan noise prediction agrees well wi th the measured data wi th a 
slight overprediction of the blade passing harmonic. However, the 
me?sured low-frequency noise, particularly from 160 Hz to 2500 HZ, 
is higher than predicted jet and core noise. In order to account 
for this, it is necessary to make assumptions for the apportion-
ment of the jet and core to the total noise signature. Two 
approaches were used and are shown in Table 7-14: The first model 
attributed the difference between predicted and measured noise in 
the 50- to 2500-Hz frequency range to the jet. Jet noise was 
~djusted accordingly on an average delta basis. The second model 
assumed jet noise predictions were valid, and adjusted the core 
noise to exactly match the measured data. Both models adjusted 
the fan and turbine noise to exactly match the measured levels in 
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TABLE 7-13. QCGAT ENGINE NOISE PREDICTION PROCEDURE. 
NOTE: 
Major Component Noise Sources Predicted 
o Fan Inlet Noise - Discrete, Broadb{:nd, Buzz Saw 
o Fan Discharge Noise - Discrete, Broadband 
o Jet Noise 
o Combustion Noise 
o Turbine Noise 
o Total Noise 
One-third octave spectra from 50 to 16,000 Bertz 
Directivity angles fro. 10 to 160 degrees fro. inlet Cl 
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Figure 7-32. Comparison of Measured and Predicted 
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TABLE 7-14. NOISE PREDICl'ION METHODOLcx;r COMPARISON. 
Excess Jet Model Ezcess Core Model 
TFE731-3 Acoustic Baseline 
Jet Noise Based on NASA 
Method Adjusted to Fair 
Through Low-Frequency 
Data 
Core Noise Based on NASA 
Method 
Fan Discrete, Broadband, 
and Buzz Saw Adjusted to 
731 Data 





TFE731-1 Acoustic Baseline 
Jet Noise Based on NASA 
Method 
Core Noise Defined as 
Difference Between Mea-
sured and Predicted Sua 
of Jet, Fan, Turbine in 
50-2500 H~ Frequency Bands 
p ~ Inlet and Fan Dis-
charge Defined as Differ-
ence Between Measured and 
Predicted Sua of Jet, 
Core, Turbine in 1150-
10,000 Hz Bands 
o GE Turbine Noise Method 
o The same flight profile, static-to-flight corrections, and wing shielding 
model was used for both cases. The ground correction .adels were caapared 
and found to be in good agreement • 
'we rtf,. _.10 • XC """ 
I 
, .. 
(' ... ,,.,.. 
A schematic of the acoustic analysis system is "hown in 
Figure 7-33. The measured data were shipped to the CDC CYSER 174 
computer from the noise lab and processed through program ALAS. 
A general purpose data reduction program (SPL) corrected the 
data files for ground reflection and FAA 2S·C (77·F) day condi-
tions. Using the actual cycle performance for each acoustic data 
point, (see Table 7-15) the free-field noise source levels were 
predicted using ~rogram GTENS. A new program called NASADELTA was 
wr itten to compare the predicted and measured noise levels and 
generate delta spectra for each source. Two versions of this pro-
gram were wr i tten based upon the two methodologies disc"ssed pre-
viously. Program GTEN5 was used a second time to predict the 
noise sources for the flight condition. For comparative purposes, 
the initial Definition and Characteristics (DaC) values for the 
cycle parameters are listed with the final program results in 
Table 7-16. These predictions were then adjusted in program 
NASADELTA with the delta spectra determined from the ground static 
data. 
An example of the jet noise dominated correlation is shown in 
Figure 7-34, for the softwall mixer at 2.09 radians (120 degrees) 
at takeoff condition. The average delta from 50 to 2000 Hz iR 
applied to each frequency to produce a modified jet ~oise predic-
tion that fits the low frequency data. Core noise ia predicted to 
be well below the jet noise at both takeoff and appr~ach condi-
tions with this model. Above 2000 Hz, the fan nois~ discrete and 
broadband noise is adjusted to exactly fit the data. Turbine 
noise contributions were unimportant except in the high-frequency 
range above 12,500 Hz, out of the range of illt- :est for perceived 
noise level calculations. Correlations of this sort were made 
for each far field angle from 0.17 to 2.79 radians (10 to 
160 degrees). 
The same set of acoustic data is shown in Figure 7-35, 
with the core noise dominated source correlation. The jet neise 
prediction is considerably below the measured data from 200 
to 2000 Hz. The excess noise was attr ibuted to the core as 
shown. The fan noise was determined as the difference between 
the measured total and the predicted sum of jet, core, and tur-
bine in the 3150 to 10,000-Hz bands. 
7.3.5 A~~ustic Comparisons of Static Data 
The corrected data for each acoustic configuration tested 
were compared on a tone-corrected perceived noise level (PNLT) 
basis. This established trends and illustrates the level compari-
sons with equivalent TFE731-3 takeoff- and approach-static data. 
The results of these comparisons are tabulated in Tables 7-17 and 
7-18. 
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Figure 7-33. AiResearch Acoustic hna1ysis System. 
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TABLE 7-15. QCGAT ENGINE KEY ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS • 
Engine Paraaeter 
Engine Net Thrust, N (lbs) 
Fan Rotor Speed, rad/s (rpm) 
Fan Pressure Ratio, Tip 
Fan Tip Relative Nach Number 
Fan Blade Passage Frequency, Hz 
Fan Weight Flow, kg/s (lbs/sec) 
Core Weight Flow, kg/s (lbs/sec) 
Mixer Exhaust Velocity, m/s (ft/sec) 
Mixer Exhaust Total Temperature, K (OR) 
LP Turbine Rotor Speed, rad/s (r~i 
Turbine Last Stage ReI. Tip Mach No. 
Turbine Last Stage Pressure Ratio, T-S 
... ~----
________ - .... * _ ..aio .. ~- __ ...... e4 •• w_ ......... ---... "-----~~--
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TABLE 7-16. QCGAT £llGIIIE UY ACOUSTIC PAJtNIE'I'DS. 
FAR Part 36 Certification Coadition 
Takeoff SideliH Approaclt 
Engine Paraaeter Final DAC Final DIC Final DIC 
Engine net thrust, • (lbs) 12,869.7 12,868.1 ll,317 .9 13,26t.0 4,639.5 .,Ut.5 
(2,893.0) (2,893.0) (2,tt4.0) (2,tl3.0) (l,043.0) (1.043.0, 
Fan rotor speed, rad/s (rpa) 958.9 943.' 95 .... 936.5 641." 651.1 (9159.0) (9014.0) ,9U9.0) Clt45.0) (6126.0' (6219.0) 
Fan pressure ratio, tip I." 1.47 1.43 1.45 1.16 1.17 
Fan tip relative Macb nuaber 1.22 1.20 1.20 1.1' 0.1' 0.19 
Fan blade passage Frequency, Hz 5495.0 5"0'.0 5"11.0 5361.0 3611.0 3131.0 
Fan weigbtflow, kg/s (lbs/sec) 60.1 59.5 62." 62." .... 43.1 
(ll2.") (131.1) (131.6, (lll.6, (tI.l, (t4.9, 
Core weigbtflow, kg/s (lbs/sec) 11." 11.5 11.9 11.9 6.0 6.3 (25.2) (25."j (26.3) (26.3) (13.1, (13.9' 
Mixer exbaust velocity, _Is (ft/sec) 285.3 2'1.1 2 .... 4 2'2.9 115.9 173.4 
(936.0) (942.0, (t33.0, (91'.0, (511.0' (569.0, 
Mixer exhaust total teaperature, K (-R) 430.3 428.3 43".8 no.' 3'1.2 111.1 (112.3) (111.3) (1'0." (716.3) (616.1, (611.3' 
LP turbine rotor speed, r&dls (rpa, 2,031.1 2,005.4 2,02'.9 1.990.1 1.363.3 1.3'3.1 
Cl9,"63.0, Cl9,154.0) Clt,31'.0' Cl9.001.0, (11.021.0, (13,216.0, 
Turbine last stage reI tip Macb no. 0.461 0.465 0.356 
Turbine last stage pressure ratio, T-S 1.10 1.69 1.26 
. .-..________.....&._, _ .~...... h" e. as 
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TABLE 7-18. ACOUSTIC COMPARISONS - TAKEOFF PNLT. 
QCGAT Configuration No. 
Angle Run 14 
Radian(O) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TFE731-3 
0.175(10°) 107.5 107.8 107.0 107.9 109.3 108.7 109.9 111.5 
0.349(20°) 107.4 107.9 107.0 107.9 109.8 110.8 110.0 113.1 
0.524(30°) 105.3 107.5 105.4 110.6 108.1 108.1 10S.2 110.7 
0.698(40°) 105.1 106.0 105.4 109.0 107.5 109.1 109.7 111.7 
0.873(50°) 106~3 107.0 105.7 110.5 109.7 110.6 109.4 112.4 
1.047 (60°) 104.8 104.8 103.3 107.3 10S.3 109.3 109.2 111.7 
1. 222 (70°) 105.5 103.9 103.2 107.4 108.0 109.3 110.6 114.2 
1. 396 (80°) 103.1 104.1 103.4 108.1 109.3 109.5 109.6 115.3 
1.571(90°) 103.8 103.3 104.S 110.3 107.3 108.4 110.0 114.7 
1. 745 (100°) 104.8 106.6 105.7 110.4 .1.09.4 109.1 114.5 114.5 
1. 920 (110°) 105.1 107.3 107.1 108.0 109.4 109.9 110.3 113.4 
2.094(120 0 ) 105.7 107.5 107.9 109.0 109.3 110.0 111.0 113.5 
2.269(130°) 105.5 107.0 105.6 110.3 111.6 112.2 110.2 113.2 
2.443(140°) 102.8 104.0 103.4 107.1 107.9 108.4 107.4 112.2 
2.618(150°) 102.4 102.6 103.7 104.2 106.2 104.9 107.5 112.6 
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Comparison of configurations 1, 3, 4, and 5 shows the effect 
of successively replacing softwall nacelle panels with hardwall 
panels. Conf igurations 2 and 7 are coannular nozzle exhaust 
systems and are significantly louder (particularly at takeoff 
power) at angles near the jet-exhaust centerline. 
As previously noted, the aft barrel with the outer-aft panel 
is removed when the coannular nozzle system is installed. Thus 
the final acoustic-treatment panel is not used with Calibrations 2 
and 7 (Configurations II and III). A comparison of config-
uration 5 and 6 shows that the inlet-nacelle lip and flight-
simulator lip noise levels are quite similar on a PNLT basis. 
Note that all the QCGAT conf igurations are s igni f icantly 
quieter than the TFE731-3 Engine, a current quiet business-jet 
engine. A comparative plot of the hardwall coannular configura-
tion verses the TFE731-3 at takeoff condition is shown in 
Figure 7-36. A similar plot for the approach st3tic condition is 
presented in Figure 7-37. A one-third octave spectral comparison 
at the 2.618-radian position (150°) from the inlet axis is pre-
sented in Figure 7-38. 
A spectral compar ison of the QCGAT mixer versus the QCGAT 
coannular nozzle for the hardwall nacelle conf iguration at the 
2.618-radian position (150°), takeoff static condition is shown in 
Figure 7-39. At 200 Hz, the mixer is about 7 dB quieter than the 
coannu1ar nozzle. Note, however, that there are peaks at 1600 and 
2500 Hz with the mixer being 2- to 3-dB higher at these frequen-
cies. Note that the mixer nozzle is about 7 dB higher at these 
frequencies. The source of these tones were investigated in 
detail, including some cross-correlation analysis at NASA. The 
results of this investigation revealed a high correlation between 
internal core noise and the far-field noise levels at certain dis-
crete frequencies, primarily centered around 250 Hz and ~500 Hz. 
This led to the development of a new noise-source correlation 
attributing this excess noise to core noise. 
Comparisons of treated versus hardwall spectra for the mixer 
nozzle and coannular nozzle configurations at approach static are 
shown in Figures 7-40 and 7-41. A broad attenuation was achieved, 
part.icularly at angles from 0.873 to 1.571 radians (50 to 90°) 
indicating attenuation of the desired low cut-off ratio modes. 
7.3.6 F1yover Prediction Procedure 
Calculated f1yover noise levels for tt.e QCGAT eng ine were 
based upon the adjusted noise sources obtained from correlating 
the predicted noise source level~ with the measured corrected 
noise levels. The comparisons yielded a set of correction spectra 
for each noise source at all the engine operating conditions. 
Each spectrum was identif i ed by two character istic aeroacoust ic 
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Figure 7-38. TFE731-3 Acoustic Data Compared to QCGAT Untreated 
Coannular Nozzle Configuration. 
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Figure 7-40. OCGnT Untreated Mixer-Compound Nozzle Data Compared 
to Treated Mixer-Compound Data. 
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Figure 7-41. QCGAT Treated Coannular Nozzle Data Compared to 
Untreated Coannular Data. 
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TABLE 19. CHARACTERISTIC AEROACOUSTIC PARAMETERS. 
Nol.e Source Keroacou.tic Parameter. 





Max flow rate, temperature rile 
Turbine blade pal.age frequency, 
perature ratio 
Tiet/Tambi Veffective* 
3/ (l-V amb/v jet) 
tem-
The component noise sourcel for the flyover conditionl were 
analogically predicted, and the appropriate correction spectra for 
each noise source, baled upon the key aeroacoustic parameters, were 
applied to the predicted flyover-noise levels. The r~lult was a 
static-data-flyover noiRe prediction at the given FAR Part 36 
condition. The resultant noise sources were "flown" using the 
GTENFLY program. A block diagram of this program is given in 
Figure 7-42. The locations for the takeoff, approach, and side-
line noise prediction, as well as the QCGAT noise goals for each 
condition are presented in Figure 7-43. 
7.3.7 Flyover Calibration with Measured Learjet Data 
The adjusted noise sources were taken to flight conditions 
with corrections for distance, atmospheriC attenuation, jet rela-
tive velocity and dynamic amplification effects. fan inlet 
cleanup, doppler effects, wing shielding, and ground effects as 
detailed in the flyover prediction procedure. 
For each flyover condition, takeoff, sideline, and approach, 
the SPL, PNL, and PNLT were calculated for each 1/2 second of the 
flight trajectory. The duration time, duration correction and 
EPNL for each source and the total EPNL were calculated in accord-
ance to FAR Part 36 procedures. 
Based upon static data comparisons, the QCGAT engine demon-
strated substantial reductions in noise compared to the quiet 
TFE731-3 engine, which powers the Learjet 35/36 aircraft certified 
to be 5 EPNdB below the FAR Part 36 Stage 3 noise limits. How-
ever, the initial QCGAT flyover predictions baued upon the previ-
ously described methodology yielded noise levels comparable to the 
measured Learjet flyover noise levels. A flyover noise calibra-
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A comparison of the predicted and measured in-flight spectra 
for the Learjet 35/36 based upon the jet dominated model is shown 
in Figure 7-45. Although the static noise predictions are 
adjusted to agree wi th the static noise levels, when taken to 
flight the predictions are higher than the measured certification 
noise levels. The overprediction is pr imar ily in the low fre-
quency, jet dominated range. At the takeoff condition, the pre-
dicted flyover EPNL is 88.7 EPNdB compared to a measured value of 
84.0 EPNdB. Similar deltas between predicted and measured flyover 
noise levels were observed for approach and sideline conditions. 
Adjusted QCGAT flyover noise predictions were made by applying the 
Learjet deltas discussed above. 
A second set of flyover noise predictions for the Learjet 
certification tests was made based upon the core noise dominated 
model. The static TFE731-3 data correlation at takeoff condition 
at 2.094 radian (120 degrees) is shown in Figure 7-46. The 
resultant flyover predictions ~t tak~off condition based upon this 
method are also shown in Figura 7-46. The predicted levels are 
even higher than those based upon the previous model 1 this is 
pr imar ily due to the assumed dominance of core noise for which 
beneficial in-flight reductions are not applied. 
Table 7-20 and 7-21 compare the predicted component noise 
sources and the predicted total with the measured flyover levels 
for the takeoff and approach conditions for both methods. The 
individual noise.sources ~annot be compared directly because the 
flight-path position for which the maximum tone corrected per-
ceived noise level occurs is not the same, resulting in a differ-
ent composition of noise sources. This shift in location of the 
maximum PNLT prevents the use of an inflight spectral delta array 
to match the measured data as shown in Figure 7-47. The jet and 
core noise spectra were reduced so that the total predicted 
spectra matched the measured spectra at the point of maximum PNLT. 
However, when the adjusted predictions were flown ovet the EPNL 
was still 1.6 EPNdB higher than the measured takeoff EPNL. The 
spectral correction approach was thus abandoned in favor of a 
single EPNdB delta applied to the QCGAT predictions. 
A compariscn of the unadjusted QCGAT coannular nozzle hard-
wall nacelle configuration predictions with the TFE73l-2 predic-
tions is shown in Table 7-22 at takeoff cvnditions. The unad-justed and adjusted flyover noise predictions based on the NASA 
core noise dominated model are given in Table 7-23. The QCGAT 
mixer flyover predictions at takeoff, approach, and sideline are 
presented in Table 7-24 for both the excess jet noise and excess 
core noise models. Each method, with its appropriate adjustment 
for the difference between predictecl and measured Learjet level 
yields similar results, indicating the QCGAT engine to be 
2.0 EPNdB below the sideline noise goal, 4.6-5.4 EPNdB below the 
approach noise goal, and from 0.2 EPNdB below to 1.4 EPNdB above 
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Figure 7-4,5. Compar ison of Predicted Spectra Using Jet Noise 
Dominated Correlation Method with Measured Spectra 
at the Point of Maximum PNLT for the Learjet 35/36 
at Takeoff Conditions. 
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TABLE 7-20. TFE73l-2/L~AR 36 FLYOVER NOISE COMPARISON. 
Takeoff at 990.6m (3250 Ft.) Altitude 
EPNI .. , EPNdB 
Jet Nuise Dominated Core Noise Dominated 
Noise Source Prediction Prediction 
Fan Inlet 78.8 56.5 
Fan Discharge 66.1 63.5 
Combustion 67.6 89.9 
Jet 86.4 85.4 
Turbine 42.3 54.2 
Total 88.7 90.8 
Predicted-Measured +4.7 +6.8 
TABLE 7-21. TFE731-2/LEAR 36 FLYOVER NOISE COMPARISON. 
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Figure 7-47. Compar ison of Predicted and Flyover Noise Levels Learjet 35/36 Using Core Noise for Dominated 
Method. 









TABLE 7-22. QCGAT COANNULAR NOZZLE VERSUS TFE731-2 
FLYOVER NOISE AT TAKEOFF CONDITIONS. 
EPNL, EPNdB 
Noise Source QCGAT TFE731-2 A (QCGAT-TFE73l-2) 
F~n Inlet 62.0 56.5 
Fan Discharge 62.7 63.5 
Combustion 83.9 89.9 
Jet 83.5 85.4 
Turbine 57.8 54.2 
Total 86.6 90.8 
NOTE: Predictions made with core noise correlation. 
QCGAT levels based on hardwall coannular nozzle 
configuration. 







Final QCGAT flyover ~redictions based on the core noise correlation 
procedure. 
EPNL, EPNdB 
Configuration FAA Part36 Condition Unadjusted Adjusted 
Hardwall Mixer Takeoff 83.1 76.0 
Sideline 89.0 81.7 
Approach 91.0 84.5 
Softwall Mixer Takeoff 81.7 74.7 
Sideline 87.6 80.3 
Approach 88.5 81.9 
Hardwall Coannular Takeoff 86.6 79.8 
Sideline 92.0 85.2 
Approach 95.3 88.9 
Softwall Coannular Takeoff 87.6 80.8 
Sideline 92.7 85.9 
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TABLE 7-24. QCGAT FLYOVER NOISE SUMMARY. 
EPNL, EPNdB 
Jet Noise Dominated Core Noise Daainated 
Configuration Prediction Method Prediction Method 
With Lear A With Lear A 
Hardwall Mixer Takeoff 79.3 74.6 83.1 76.3 
Softwall Mixer Takeoff 77.8 73.1 (-0.2) 81.7 74.9 (+1.6) 
Hardwall Mixer Approach 88.2 84.5 91.0 84.6 
Softwal1 Mixer Approach 86.4 82.7 (-4.6) 88.5 82.1 (-5.2) 
Hardwall Mixer Sideline 85.7 81.7 89.0 82.2 
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7.3.8 Final Flyover Predictions for the QCGAT Engine 
The predicted flyover-noise levels for the QCGAT powered air-
craft at the FAR Part 36 conditions of takeoff (no cutback), side-
line, and approach for each separate noise source and the total 
noise for both the hardwall and acoustically treated mixer nozzle 
configurations are shown in Tables 7-25 through 7-30. In addition 
to the effective perceived noise levels (EPNL) for each source, 
the maximum PNL, maximum PNLT, slant distance, aircraft altitude, 
angle of radiation from the inlet centerline, and duration correc-
tion are given. The flyover levels are based upon measured static 
data, with in-flight corrections applied, determined from the pre-
dicted and measured TFE731/Learjet noise data using the core noise 
dominated model. 
The noise levels for the above condi tions are presented in 
bar-chart form in Figur~s 7-48 through 7-50. The effects of the 
acoustic treatment on the fan inlet, fan exi t, and total' noise 
levels are shown. 
One-third octave spectral plots for each condition at the 
point of maximum PNLT are shown in Figures 7-51 through 7-56. 
Flyover-noise parametric curves were generated by predicting 
level flyover EPNL for various engine thrust settings at various 
altitudes. A carpet plot for the total EPNL of the acoustically 
treated nacelle mixer nozzle configuration is shown in 
Figure 7-57. 
7.3.9 Conclusions 
The noise levels of the QCGAT eng ine were mar kedly lc,wer than 
those of the TFE73l, which is a recognized quiet engine. The QCGAT 
engine/nacelle system met or bettered the contract noise goals 
based on the jet noise dominated correlation analysis 
of measured static acoustic data. Based on the core noise 
dominated correlation analysis, the engine/nacelle system 
bettered the sideline and approach goals and was only 1.4 EPNdB 
above the goal at takeoff. It should be noted that a detailed 
analysis of the component noise character istics of the engine 
showed that if it were possible to fully suppress the fan com-
ponent noise, it would have a nearly insignificant effect on the 
total noise level, with the result that meeting the takeoff noise 
goal would still be difficult or impossible. 
Based upon the core noise dominated model prediction, 
the following conclusions were made: 
o 
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The QCGAT softwall nacelle/mixer configuration demon-
strated a 9.1 EPNdB reduction in flyover noise at take-
off condition, a 10.1 EPNdB !eduction at approach, and a 
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TABLE 1-25. FLYOVD ~ISE PlUlDICTIOil - TMIIOPF. ~. 
Slant Aircraft An9le 
Dist.- Alt.- Froa Inlet PIlL PIILT Ti_ Dur. QCCA1' 
Meters Meters E bdiana .... .... Dur. Corr. EI'IIL Goe1 
Noise Source (Feet) (Feet) (De9.) .... PIId. Sec. • ..... ..... 
Fan Inlet 1161.1 924.1 1.04 41.0 46.0 39.0 2.4 U.S (3834.3 (3033.1) (59.5) 
Fan Discbarge 1010.1 1010.1 1.56 55.0 51.0 14.5 -2.5 55.5 (3546) (3512.1) (19.4) 
Coabustion 1281.9 1193.5 2.09 10.1 13.6 31.0 1.t 75.6 (U05.1) (3925.1) (119.5) 
Jet 1211.9 1193.5 2.09 62.0 62.0 40.0 3.0 65.' (U05.7) (3915.8) (119.5) 
Turbine 1201.1 1162.9 1.95 41.2 41.2 34.5 2.3 50.5 (3940.1) (3815.2) (111.7) 
Total 1111.1 1116.1 1.77 71.2 74.0 35.5 1.9 76.' 7l.) (lnO.3) (3663.1) (101.4) 
QOGAT .iaer-coupound e.haust eyste. 
'fABLE 7-26. FLYOVD mISE PlUlDICTIOil - IlABIfALL. APIWW:II •• 
Slant Aircraft An91e 
Dist.- Alt.- Froa Inlet PIlL PIILT 1'i_ Dur. QCGA1' 
Meters Meters E Radians .... .... Dur. Carr • UIIL Goal 
Noise Source (Feet) (Feet) (De9. ) .... ... Sec • • .... .... 
Fan Inlet U3.1 llO.O 0.34 75.1 77.9 9.0 -4.1 7l.7 (llll.O) (426.6, 19.2) 
Fan Diacbarge 112.0 111.6 1.61 16.3 17.6 2.5 -1.9 71.7 (361 .3) (366.0) (96.2) 
Coabustion 112.0 111.6 1.61 16.7 17.9 5.0 -6.3 11.5 (361.3, (366.0) (96.2) 
Jet 112.0 111.6 1.6' 65.9 67.6 6.0 -5.1 61.1 (36'/.3) (366.0) (96.2) 
Turbine 116.4 1ll.4 1.36 77.1 79.1 5.5 -5.4 7l.1 (312.0, (372.1) (71.2) 
Total 112.0 111.6 1.61 91.2 91.2 5.' -6.1 14.5 17.3 1361 •31 !366.01 196 •21 
QCGAT .i.er~nd e.baust eyste. 
..... 
:!l 0'1 ;1 ..... 
. ~
., ... 
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'1'AJlLE 7 - 27 • PLYOVD mlSI PltlDICTIC* - ~. SIDltLIU. 1 
i 
Slant Aircraft Angle l I Dist.- Alt.- Pro. Inlet NL NLT Tde Dar. QCGU 1 Meters Meters C ltadi .... 111&. 111&. OUr. Con. DIlL Goel 
Noise Source (l'eet) (l'eet) (DecJ· , ... ... Sec. • .... ... 
Pan Inlet 92.3 72.4 0.91 61.7 66.9 9.0 -4.1 62.' (302.9, (237.4' (55.9) 
Fan Diacharge 161.0 160.5 1.76 69.9 72.5 7.1 -4.1 67.7 (521.1) (526.5) (101.0' 
Ca.busUon 219.0 200.1 2.10 
".1 13.3 ll.1 -2.4 II.' (711.7) (656.6 (120.2) 
Jet 205.3 192.2 2.04 70.' 70.' 16.0 -G.I 70.1 (671.7 (630.6) (116.1) 
Turbine lt2.6 114.3 1.97 60.7 60.7 ll.O -1.5 5'.2 
, 
(631.9 (604.6) (1ll.0) J 
TOtal 161.0 160.5 1.76 I 
(521.1) (526.5) (101.0 11.5 13.' ll.5 -2.2 11.7 12.3 ~ GCGAT .ber~ e.hauat qat_ 
! 
I 
TABLE 7-28. PLYOVD mlSI: PltlDICTIC* - sorNALL. TMmrr. I 
Slant Aircraft AGgie 
Dist.- Alt.- Pro. Inlet PIlL NLT Tt.t OUr. QCGU 
Metera Metera C ltadi .... ..... 111&. Dur. Con. BftL Goel 
Noise Source (Feet) (Feet) (DecJ· , ... ... s.c. • ..... ... 
Pan Inlet 1079.5 1032.3 1.4 40.0 44.1 44.5 3.6 n.7 (35U.5) (33"6.1) (10.3) 
Fan Diacbarge 1010.9 1070.7 1.6 54.2 56.6 !t.O -4.0 52.6 (35t6.4) (3512.7) (19 •• ' 
Co.busUon 1211.9 1193.5 2.09 69.' 72.' 35.1 1.3 14.2 (4205.1) (3'15.1) (119.5' 
Jet 1211.9 11'3.5 2.09 62.0 62.1 lI.5 2.1 64.' (4205.1, (3915.1) (119.5) 
Turbine 1211.9 1193.5 2.09 
.1.2 41.2 33.5 2.' SO.3 (4205.1 (3925.1) (119.5) 
'fOUl 1211.9 1193.5 2.09 70.7 73.0 36.0 1.7 74.7 n.3 (4205.1' (3915.1) (11'.5) 
QOGAT .i.er-co.pound •• bauat ayat .. 
.._~~.!~-:_' '---:"'"_:::::::: :::':::::n::: =-"~ ; "d' .... 
~---- .-......... .' •• ___ .......... ~"Lu' ~ ....... A_""'-.. ,_~· ~~~-----' ... -
_ --- -_ WI - & u • - - .. ... . , 
~ 
TABLE 7-29. rLYOVE5t WISE PltlDIC'I'IOil - SOf"!WALL. ~. 
Sl.nt Aircr.ft Anqle 
Dist.- Alt.- Pro. Inlet PIlL PIlLT T~ Our. QCGAT 
Metera Metera I: Iladi.na lin lin Our. C-r. DIlL Goal 
Hoiae Source (Peet) (Feet) (Peg. ) PIIdII .... Sec. • a..- DIIIa 
Pan Inlet 42).06 UO.O :.ll'i 73.1 75.1 1.5 - •• 6 n.) (UII.O) (426.6) (19.2) 
P.n Diacb.rge 111.9 111.6 1.71 71.9 79.6 ).5 -1.' 12.3 (367 .)) (366.0) (96.2) 
Ca.buation 111.9 111.6 1.67 15.0 16.5 6.5 -6.) 19.t (367 .)) (366.0) (96.2) 
Jet 111.) 109.1 1.91 6 ••• 66.2 6.5 -5.6 61.6 (311.)) Cl60.0) (11).2) 
Turbine 111.9 111.6 1.67 71.0 7I.t 5.0 -6.5 12.2 (367 .)) (366.0) (96.2) 
Tot. 1 111.9 111.6 1.67 11.2 11.2 9.0 -5.2 l1.t 11.3 (367 .3) (366 .0) (96.2) 
QOGAT aiaer-caapound eab.uat a,atea 
'l'ABLE 1-30. FLYOVU WISE NJII)IC'I'IOII - SOf"!WALL. SIDa.ID. 
Sl.nt Aircr.ft Anq1e 
Dist.- Alt.- Pro. Inlet PIlL PllLT T~ Our. GCGU 
Metera Meters C Iladi.na ... a ... a CUr. C-r. DIlL Goal 
Koiae Source (Feet) (Peet) (Peg. ) PIId8 .... Sec. • DIIIa DIIIa 
P.n Inl .. t 99.7 10.7 1.03 60.2 6':.7 t.O 
-3.' 5t.1 (327.1) (26 •• 6) (59.5) 
r.n Diacb;;.rge 1CC.9 1C •• 6 1.60 
, (US.6) (47 •• 5) ,92.0) 67.2 61.5 1.0 -C.I 63.1 
r 
ec.buation 219.0 200.1 2.09 
(111.7) (656.6' (120.2) n .• '~.C 12.0 -2.1 19.6 
Jet 219.0 200.1 2.09 
(111.7 (656.6) (120.2) 70.1 10.1 15.5 -1.0 it •• 
Turbine 192.6 11 •• 3 1.91 60.7 60.7 13.5 -1.5 59.2 
,6ll.9) (60C.6) (113.0) 
Toul 219.0 200.1 2.ot 10.C '2.6 13.5 -2.3 10.3 12.3 (111.7) (656.6) (120.2) 
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Figure 7-56. QCGAT Sideline Noise Levels. 
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Figure 7-51. QCGAT Takeoff Noise Predictions for Treated Mixer-
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6.9 EPNdB reduction at sideline condi tion compared to 
the TFE7Jl-2 powered Learjet. 
o The QCGAT hardwall nacelle coannular nozzle configura-
tion was shown to be 4.2 EPNdB quieter than the Learjet 
at takeoff condition although thp. QCGAT airplane takeoff 
gross weight is 2122 pounds greater than the Learjet 
airplane. 
o The QCGAT hardwall nacelle/mixer was 3.5 EPNdB quieter 
at takeoff and 4.3 EPNdB qui&ter at approach than the 
QCGAT hardwall nacelle/coannular nozzle. 
o The QCGAT softwall nacelle/mixer was quieter than the 
QCGAT hardwall nacelle/mixer by 2.5 EPNdB and 1.4 EPNdB 
at approach and takeoff conditions, respectively. 
7.3.10 Recommendations 
Uncertainty exists with regard to the noise source correla-
tion method that will best match static data to predictions. It 
is recommended that additional internal engine to far-field noise-
coherence measurements be made in order to better define a cor-
relation method that will yield accurate flyover predictions. It 
is further reco •. lmended that additional in-flight spectral data for 
small general aviation turbofan engines be made available so that 





SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Engine and Nacelle Design 
The design of the QCGAT engine was based on the core of the 
AiResearr:h TFE7l1-l engine :tnd incorporated several unique compon-
ents spec if ically for reduc.:ed noise and emissions. The core con-
sisted of the TFE7l1-J low-pressure compressor, high-pressure com-
pressor, and high-pressure turbine, with the TFE7l1 accessory 
gearbox. The unique components includ~s a low-speed fan, a fan 
gearbox, associated ducts and structure, a reduced-emissions com-
bustion system, and low-pressure turbi~e. 
Two nacelles were designed -- a production flight-weight 
nacelle and a "workhorse" nacelle. Only the workhorse nacelle 
was fabricated for the program; the flight nacelle was used 
pr imar ily to evaluate airplane character istics and for welght 
estimates. Both nacelle designs incorporate acoustic treatment 
forward and aft of the fan and a mixer-compound nozzle. However, 
the workhorse nacelle also featured replaceable inlet lips and 
interchangeable acoustic and hardwall duct liners. In addition, 
the nacelle inlet barrel could be replaced with a bellmouth, 
and the mixer-compound nozzle could be replaced with a coannular 
nozzle system to obtain reference performance data. 
8.2 Engine Performance 
Performance of the QCGAT engine was excellent throughout all 
testing. No serious mechanical problems were encountered and no 
significant test time was lost due to engine related problems. 
The uninstalled thermodynamic performance of the engine differed 
from the contract goals in that the TSFC was slightly higher than 
the TSFC goal at rated thrust points (7.7 percent). The installed 
performance was very close to the goal (1.4 percent). These 
differences are attributed to lower than predicted fan efficiency 
and coannular nozzle thrust coeff icient, higher than predicted 
mixer-compound nozzle thrust coefficient, and the resultant match-
ing of the engine with these components. 
An estimate of the engine's performance at the cruise condi-
tion was made with the engine model. Comparison of this perform-
ance with the contract goals at cruise shows that the engine meets 
the thrust goals for both the uninslalled and the installed condi-
tions, and betters the TSFC goal at the installed condition • 
175 
8.3 NOlie 
The noi.e level. of the QCGAT engine were markedly lower than 
tho •• of the Tr173l, which i. a demonltrably quiet englne. The QCGAT engine/nacelle IYltem met or bettered the contract noile 
goal. ba.ed on the jet noi.e dominated correlation analyei. of 
mea.ured Ilatic acou.tic dall. aa.ed on the core noiee dominated 
correlation analy.i., the engine/ndcelle ey.tam bettered the .ide-
line and approach goall and wal only 1.4 IPNdb above the goal at 
takeoff. It ehould be noted that a detailed analyeie of the com-
ponent noise characteristics of the engine showed that if it were 
pOI.ible to fully suppre.e the fan component noile, it would have 
a nearly insignificant effect on the total noise level, with the 
result that meeting the takeoff noise goal would Itill be diffi-
cult or impolsible. 
8.4 Emil.ions 
With the engine configured to use air assist at the taxi-idle 
condition, the goals for HC and CO were met. The engine exhibited 
a significant reduction in NOx level from that of a production TFE731-3, but it exceeded the program goal by an EPAP value of 
0.9. The measured smoke 'lumber exceeded the program goal of 38 by 
4 points, however, the engine was visually judged to be smokeless. 
176 





Considerable ground-level testing was conducted to define the 
QCGAT engine performance at low altitude. However, it is recom-
mended that additional tests be ~onducted at simulated flight con-
ditions in order to refine the enyine computer model and to permit 
compariaon of the engine performance at the cruise design point 
with the program goals. It is also recommended that tests be con-
ducted with nacelle hardwall and acoustical panels to define the 
duct pressure loss attributable to the acoustical panels and the 
effect of that loss (if any) on engine performance. 
9.2 Noise 
Uncertainty exists with regard to the noise source correla-
tion method that will best match static data to predictions. It 
is recommended that internal engine to far-field noise-coherence 
measurements be u8ed in order to better define a correlation 
method that will yield accurate flyover predictions. It is 
further recommended that additional in-flight spectral data for 
small general aviation turbofan engines be made available 80 that 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
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Figure II-A. Axial Locations of Instrumentation. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Surge bleed area 
Excess attenuation 
Buttock line 
Coefficient of lift at V, 
Maximum coefficient of left 
Carbon monodixde 
Combustor 
Ji:ff acti ve percei ved noise in decibels 
Effective perceived noise level 
Center frequency 
Thrust 
Thrust at a given power setting, net thrust 
High-pressure compressor 
High-pressure turbine 
X-axis location of center of gravity 
Y-axis location of center of gravity 
Z-axis location of center of gravity 





Low-pressure compressor and turbine speed 


















APPENDIX II (CONTD) 
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
High-pressure compressor and turbine speed 
Critical speed 
Oxides of Nitrogen 
Total pressure 
HP compresqor discharge pressure 
Pressure ratio 
Power lever angle 
Pressure ratio 
Low-pressure turbine overall pressure ratio 
Quiet Clean General Aviation Turbofan 
Plug radius [cm (IN.)] 




Combustion design concept 
Fan inlet temperature 
LP turbine inlet temperature 
Take Off 
Thrust Sl~cific fuel consumption 
Take-of gr0ss weight 
Turbine 












~ = AH/V2 n 
cP = V){/VM 
(I> 
X/pc 
APPENDIX II (CONTD) 
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Turbine blade tip velocity 
Unburned hydrocarbons 
Absolute critical velocity ratio 
Maximum takeoff gross weight (in pounds) 
Relative critical velocity ratio 
Complex argument 




Absolute flow angle (deg) 
nelative flow angle (deg) 
Differential pressure 
Differential enthalpy 
Specific Work [J/kg (Btu/lbm») 
Pressure divided by Stand~rd Sea Level Static 
Day Pressure 
Pressure Ratio 
Mean work coefficient 
Mean flow coefficient 
Flow coefficient 
Specific reactance 
, .•. " 
-
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